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Abstract
Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) has recently received considerable attention
from the research community. This type of networks is characterized by frequent
disconnections due to propagation phenomena, node mobility, and power outages.
Thus, the complete path between the source and the destination may never have ex-
isted. This context requires the design of new communication paradigms and tech-
niques that will make communication possible in these environments. To achieve
message delivery, researchers have proposed the use of store-carry-and-forward pro-
tocols, whereby a node may store the message and carry it until an appropriate
forwarding opportunity arises. Many ooding-routing schemes have been proposed
for DTNs in order to increase the probability of message delivery. However, these
schemes suer from excessive energy consumption, severe contention that signi-
cantly degrades their performance, especially if we account for the fact that each
node could be a hand-held and battery-powered device with stringent buer size
limitation. With such buer limitations at the DTN nodes, message drop/loss could
happen due to buer overow.
In order to address the problem and improve the performance of DTNs, this
thesis focuses on two main design objectives; rst, the design and evaluation of
new multi-copy routing schemes; second, the design and evaluation of new schedul-
ing and dropping policies to reduce message drop/loss due to buer overow. To
fulll the rst objective, a protocol called Self Adaptive Routing Protocol (SARP)
is introduced. It is a multi-copy scheme designed to suit resource-sucient DTNs.
Based on SARP, two multi-copy routing schemes are further developed to suit
resource-limited DTNs, in which compensating the trac demand become a chal-
lenge: i) the Self Adaptive Utility-based Routing Protocol (SAURP), ii) and the
Adaptive Reinforcement based Routing Protocol (ARBRP). The introduced pro-
tocols form a new framework of DTNs aiming to signicantly reduce the resource
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requirements of ooding-based routing schemes. Each introduced scheme has its
own way of exploring the possibility of taking mobile nodes as message carriers in
order to increase the delivery ratio of the messages. In SAURP, the best carrier for a
message characterized by jointly considering the inter-contact time that is obtained
using a novel contact model and the network status, such as including wireless link
condition and nodal buer availability. In ARBRP, the routing problem is solved
by manipulating a collaborative reinforcement learning technique, where a group of
nodes can cooperate with each other to make a forwarding decision for the stored
messages based on a cost function at each contact with another node. ARBRP is
characterized by not only considering the contact time statistics, but also looks into
the feedback on user behavior and network conditions, such as congestion and buer
occupancy sampled during each previous contact with any other node. The the-
sis argues and proves that the nodal movement and the predicted collocation with
the message recipient can serve as meaningful information to achieve an intelligent
message forwarding decision at each node. Therefore, the introduced protocols can
achieve high eciency via an adaptive and intelligent routing mechanism according
to network conditions.
To fulll the second objective, we further enhanced the performance of DTN
routing by introducing message scheduling and dropping policies such that the
delivery ratio is increased and/or the delivery delay is reduced. This thesis investi-
gates new buer management and scheduling policies to improve the performance
of ooding and utility-based forwarding routing in DTNs, such that the forward-
ing/dropping decision can be made at a node during each contact for either optimal
message delivery ratio or message delivery delay.
To examine their eectiveness, the introduced protocols and the buer manage-
ment and scheduling policies have been implemented and compared to a number
of existing counterpart approaches. A near-realistic mobility model is used for
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testing. A number of scenarios are used to evaluate the performance of the intro-
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1.1 Overview of DTNs
The widespread adaptation and employment of wireless technologies means that a
wide range of devices can be interconnected over vast distances through wireless
links. As successful as these networks have been, they nonetheless cannot reach
everywhere, and for some applications, the high cost of the associated scenarios is
prohibitive. One of the most serious challenges arises in cases in which network con-
nectivity cannot be guaranteed. For such challenged networking environments, the
current networking technology relies on a set of fundamental assumptions that are
not true in all practical environments. The rst and most important fundamental
assumption is the existence of a direct end-to-end path from a source to a destina-
tion. This assumption can easily be violated due to nodal mobility, power-saving
policies, or unreliable packet delivery strategies. As a result, the mechanism of
the TCP/IP-based network model that provides end-to-end communication is not
valid, so any synchronous communication paradigm is likely perform very poorly.
For these challenged networking environments, such as those found in mobile in-
motion networks and dynamic wireless networks, network connectivity is rather
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opportunistic.
Techniques for producing applications that can tolerate disruptions and/or high
delays in network connectivity are essential for these opportunistic networks. Net-
works that include such applications are often collectively referred to as Intermit-
tently Connected Mobile Networks (ICMNs) or Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs)
[1, 26]. Many real ICMNs fall into this category, such as Military Networks [3],
Inter-Planetary Networks (IPN)[2], Pocket Switched Networks (PSN)[4], wildlife
tracking and habitat-monitoring sensor networks [6], and networks that provide
low-cost Internet service to remote communities [7, 72, 15]. These networks belong
to the general category of DTN, in which delays incurred are unpredictable and
can be very long. This situation arises because of sparse network topologies, node
heterogeneity, and volatile link conditions that are possibly due to wireless prop-
agation phenomena and node mobility. As a result, network links may be mostly
disconnected or highly susceptible to a variety of disruptions that cause them to
perform a set of disconnected clusters of nodes. To achieve eventual delivery, some
nodes must store messages and wait for the opportunity to forward the interrupted
messages.
1.2 Routing Challenges in DTNs
Routing is one of the most fundamental problems in dealing with intermittently
connected networks. In contrast to the routing schemes in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANETs) such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV), or Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [8], a DTN
may lack an end-to-end path for a given node pair for most of the time. Protocols
developed for MANETs are therefore unable to address the intrinsic characteristics








At time t1 A hands over 
a message to B
At time t2 B hands over
a message to D
Figure 1.1: Store carry forward mechanism
while convergence of proactive protocols results in a deluge of topology update
messages.
To cope with frequent, long-lived disconnections and deal with variation in the
links over time (dierent links may come up and down due to node mobility), a
node can buer the message and wait until it nds an existing link to the next hop
that is to store the message and wait for another existing link, and so on, until the
message reaches its destination. Figure 1.1 illustrates the principle of the store,
carry, and forward mechanism. This type of connectivity imposes a new paradigm
for routing mechanisms: mechanisms based on current connectivity information
and predictions of future connectivity, which plays an important role in forwarding
decisions. In addition, node mobility and network topology need to be exploited so
that a message can reach its destination.
What the above two mechanisms share is the exploitation of node mobility to
carry messages around the network as part of the routing algorithm. These schemes
are collectively referred to as encounter-based routing (in related literature they are
also referred to as mobility-assisted or store-carry-and-forward). Encounter-based
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routing consists of a series of independent forwarding decisions that take place
when two nodes meet, and these nodes are completely oblivious of the specic
path the message will eventually follow. In this paradigm, nodes carry a set of
messages, possibly for long periods of time, until other nodes are encountered;
exchange messages according to a specic protocol; and then continue their trip.
Depending on the number of copies of a single message that may coexist in the
network, one can dene two major categories of encounter-based routing schemes:
single-copy and multi-copy. In single-copy schemes, each message has only one node
in the network that carries a copy of the message at any given time. This node
is called the custodian of the message. When the current custodian forwards
the copy to an appropriate next hop, the new node becomes the message's new
custodian, and so on, until the message reaches its destination. However, the main
challenge that faces these schemes is how to be very ecient in dealing with an
interruption in network connectivity. On the other hand, multiple-copy (or multi-
copy) routing schemes may generate multiple copies of the same message, which
can then be routed independently in order to increase robustness and performance.
However, they consume a large amount of energy, bandwidth, and memory (buer)
space. In addition, they suer from contention in case of a high trac load, when
packet drops can signicantly degrade performance and scalability.
This thesis presents routing protocols designed for easy deployment. They must
therefore meet three design goals. First, the routing must be self-conguring, which
is critical for equipment that may be deployed far from network experts and for
maintaining communication capability even when some components fail. Both of
those problems occur in many application domains in which DTNs can provide
signicant benets. Second, the protocol must provide acceptable performance for
a wide variety of connectivity patterns, which implies that the protocol is a good
choice for most DTN scenarios. This feature eliminates the need for analysis to
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determine which protocol to use. Finally, the protocol must make ecient use of
buer and network resources. If the DTN becomes a valuable resource, it will be
used frequently by a large number of users and must therefore be capable of scaling
with the demand.
1.3 Research Objectives
In DTNs, message delivery depends on the trac patterns, buer capacity, and
scalability provided by the routing protocol. This thesis presents encounter-based
routing protocols that attempt to use the information available in order to deliver
messages between nodes without the existence of a complete end-to-end path. These
protocols are characterized by ecient use of mobility information, bandwidth, and
buer space. The main objectives in this research can be summarized as follows:
 Formulating an architectural framework for DTNs that supports routing in
large-scale scenarios in which nodes are in sparsely populated communities
and no continuous end-to-end path exists.
 Developing a novel routing protocols that achieves data delivery using the
concept of history of previous encounters and contact durations in an attempt
to achieve maximum stability in a structure.
 Improving the capacity utilization of DTNs by employing a new updating
rule that makes eective use of the utility function employed in existing DTN
encounter-based routing.
 Reducing delivery delays by employing an ecient decision-making policy for
the forwarding of messages when two nodes come within transmission range
of each other.
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 Proposing a framework that will operate when the trac demand becomes
higher because the number of copies of each message must be spread through-
out the network in order to meet the delivery deadline for some messages and
to avoid violating the limited buer space of the nodes. An attempt will
be made to show that such redundancy is necessary in order to achieve the
desired performance in the highly problematic context of intermittently con-
nected networks.
 Proposing a framework for buer management to avoid violating the limited
buer space of the nodes as the trac demand becomes higher. An attempt
will be made to introduce scheduling and drop policy in order to reduce the
delivery delay and/or increase delivery ratio of the messages.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This proposal is organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces DTNs and the basic
concept of encounter-based routing protocols as well as the motivation and objec-
tives of this research. Chapter 2 provides the background material for this research.
Chapter 3 presents the problem description and solution approach. Chapter 4 de-
scribes the introduced SARP that suits a network with light-trac load, and its
application for solving routing problems in DTNs. An analysis of its performance
is also presented. Chapter 5 presents the introduced multi-copy routing techniques
that their mechanism can accommodate to some degree the high trac loads and
contention along with an analysis of their performance. Chapter 6 presents buer
management and scheduling framework to improve the performance of DTNs rout-
ing. Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis, and provides interesting and challenging
directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Routing is one of the very challenging open issues with respect to DTNs. The
routing problem in DTNs [9] has been under extensive study during the last few
years. The research includes studies conducted before the term delay-tolerant
was widely used. The adjectives intermittently-connected, disruption-tolerant,
sparse, and disconnected were also used to describe problems with networks in
scenarios in which partitions are frequent and a connected path between the source
and the destination may not be present, such as satellite and interplanetary commu-
nication systems. Despite a signicant amount of work on consensus with respect
to general DTN architecture [1], there has been no similar focus or agreement about
DTN routing algorithms, especially when for networks with opportunistic con-
nectivity. The rst DTN architecture to solve Internet-working issues was proposed
by Fall et al. [10], following which the DTN research group [1] standardized DTN
architecture by proposing an RFC.
This chapter follows the taxonomy introduced by Jones et al. [11] to present
two main categories for classifying delay-tolerant routing: replication based and
knowledge based. Replication-based approaches address the ways messages can be
disseminated among several relays in order to increase their chance of reaching their
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destinations. They also describe how a routing strategy relies on multiple copies
of each message. Knowledge-based approaches describe how information about the
network is used for making decisions. The information a node obtains about the
connectivity and behavior of network nodes is used to make ecient forwarding
decisions that improve routing performance.
Some protocols in this category employ both controlled replication and knowl-
edge in their forwarding policies. These schemes are also classied based on the
number of copies of each message. A survey of routing protocols for intermittently
connected DTNs can be found in [9]. Before DTN routing is addressed in greater
detail, an overview of the most important properties of DTNs is provided, including
the metrics used to evaluate the eectiveness of routing techniques. Each routing
approach is then classied based on the two categories mentioned.
2.1 Network Model
For routing problem to be solved, a model of the network is needed so that its
behavior and characteristics can be described. A DTN is composed of computing
devices, called nodes that participate in the network. The network suers from
frequent disruptions in its connectivity so that the topology is only intermittently
and partially connected. The one-way links that connect some nodes together are
subject to intermittent connectivity (links go up and down) over time due to power
constraints, mobility, failures, or other events. When the link is up, the source
node has an opportunity to send data to the other end. In DTN literature, this
opportunity is called a contact [10]. A node can have more than one contact with
other nodes. The contact schedule is the set of times during which the contact is
available. In DTN architecture [1], complete messages are forwarded over each hop.
The intermediate nodes buer the messages if their storage capacity is not violated.
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This mechanism enables messages to wait until they nd an appropriate next hop,
which may take a long time.
As explained by Jain et al. [12], four components are used to calculate the
total amount of time for one message to be transmitted from one node to another:
waiting time, queuing time, transmission delay, and propagation delay. The waiting
time is how long a message must wait at a node until the contact to the next node
becomes available, that is, the next node comes into range. This interval depends on
the contact schedule and the message arrival time. The queuing time is the time it
takes to drain the queue of higher-priority messages, which depends on the amount
of competing trac in the network and the contact data rate. The transmission
delay is the time it takes for all the bits of the message to be transmitted, which
can be computed from the contact's data rate and the length of the message. The
propagation delay is the time it takes a bit to propagate across the connection,
which depends on the link technology.
2.1.1 Challenges
Delay-tolerant networks give rise to many challenges not present with traditional
networks. These challenges result from the need to deal with disconnections, which
have a direct impact on routing and forwarding, and on limited resources.
Network Connectivity
As mentioned in a DTN, a message may be buered at a node waiting for its next
hop to become available. Buering can range from seconds to days whereas in the
other types of networks the delays are typically much shorter. Thus, this study
must consider the nature of the underlying network connectivity, which depends
strongly on the application area under consideration. Patterns of node contacts
can be classied based on how predictable they are:
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 Precise contacts: These contacts can exist, for instance, between a base-
stations located somewhere on earth and a low-earth orbiting relay satellite,
where disconnections are caused by the movement of objects in space, which
can be calculated very accurately.
 Approximate scheduling: these contacts are scheduled but with some expected
delays caused by varying arrival times. Examples of these DTNs are the nodes
mounted on city buses. These buses have a schedule but are subject to delays
due to trac, equipment failure, natural disasters, or accidents. Their actual
arrival times thus vary signicantly.
 On-demand contacts: This type of connectivity reinforces connectivity on
demand by bringing, for example, additional communication resources into a
network when necessary, e.g., satellites, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).
Similarly, one could force a number of specialized nodes, e.g., robots to follow
a given trajectory between disconnected parts of a network in order to bridge
a gap [13, 14, 22].
 Predicted contacts: These contacts are not scheduled, but a prediction of
their existence can be made by analyzing the past history of node movement
or by using a hypothesis about node movement. One example that fall into
this category is human activity. It can be argued that recurrence is a common
property of mobility models in DTNs. For example, humans tend to perform
repetitive tasks, such as going to soccer games, working, grocery shopping,
and attending entertainment events. Workers often repeat tasks and activities
have commitments to specic clients, meet at specic locations, run specic
types of errands, etc. Many mobile agents have a small set of frequently
revisited destinations, e.g., cars revisit gas stations, trucks deliver goods to
specic locations, birds return to their nests, and animals frequently go to the
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same water sources. Although they have predictable, fairly regular schedules,
there is no guarantee of a specic time when a person will be at work.
 Opportunistic contacts: These contacts exhibit completely random connec-
tivity which is neither enforced nor predictable and which is subject to the
statistics of the mobility model. These networks are widely studied in the ad
hoc networking community because the models are simple to work with. This
classication is similar to the one presented in [16]. The aim of this study is
to investigate solutions for situations in which connectivity is neither enforced
nor scheduled but is subject to the statistics of node movements. The focus
is on predicted contacts since the real mobility of human movement falls into
this category and is challenging to study [17, 54]. Nodes in networks with
this type of mobility can be represented as contacts that can be predictably
brought up or down. The routing technique presented in this thesis is also
applicable to networks with predicted mobility.
Contact Capacity
The contact capacity depends on the link technology and the duration of the con-
tacts, which aect the amount of data that can be exchanged between two nodes.
Even if the duration is known precisely, it may not be possible to predict the capac-
ity due to uctuations in the data rate. One approach to dealing with the capacity
of contacts is that, if the volume of trac is very small compared to the capacity
of the contacts in the network, the capacity of the contact can be ignored, but in
cases when the message is simply too large, it should be sent across the contact
fragmentation. However, if the volume of trac increases due to the increasing
number of users, or due to large messages being exchanged, contact capacity be-
comes very important. In this situation, the best contact could become one that
is inecient according to other criteria but that has the largest contact volume
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and thus is best equipped to handle large trac demands. Although the duration
and capacity of contacts [18, 19] have been addressed, few of the routing strategies
surveyed have considered delays caused by competing trac. Exceptions are the
EDLQ and EDAQ schemes proposed by Jain et al. [12], which compute the delay
caused by waiting for competing trac, then route the message on the path with
the smallest delay.
Buer Space
To cope with long disconnections, messages in DTNs must be buered for long
periods of time until an appropriate next hop is found, which means that inter-
mediate relays must be equipped with buers that have enough space to store all
the messages that are waiting for future communication opportunities. Equipping
nodes with buers that can handle the entire demand is not feasible because of the
nature of wireless mobile nodes. To deal with this issue, the available buer space
might need to be a consideration for routing strategies when they make decisions.
In the studies surveyed here, all nodes are assumed to have an equal amount of
buer space, and decisions made by the routing strategies are not based on this
resource.
Processing Power
One of challenges that aect DTNs is the amount of processing power in some
devices, when one of the goals is to connect devices that are not served by traditional
networks. These devices may have limited processing capability, in terms of CPU
and memory. As a result, uncomplicated routing protocols must be run. The
strategies presented in this proposal are not designed for extremely small devices
such as sensors. Extensive survey of the diculties associated with the power issues
for routing in wireless sensor networks can be found in [20]. The routing strategies
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presented in this proposal are designed to deal with more powerful energy gateway
nodes so that they are applicable for delay-tolerant sensor networks.
Energy
Limited energy supplies in some DTN nodes are a challenging problem because they
are mobile and can not be kept connected to the power grid. Routing mechanisms
consume a signicant amount of energy by sending, receiving, and storing messages
and by performing computations. Hence, routing protocols that perform fewer
computations are more power ecient because they reduce power consumption.
Routing strategies can also optimize power consumption by using energy-limited
nodes sparingly. In DTN literature, many researchers have investigated general
techniques for saving power in delay-tolerant networks [21]; however none of the
routing strategies surveyed has incorporated power-aware optimizations. Thus, we
will tackle this topic further in our future work.
2.1.2 Performance Measures
To compare routing strategies, three criteria have been chosen as a means of eval-
uating their performance: delivery ratio, latency, and number of transmissions.
Delivery Ratio
Delivery ratio is one of the most important metrics for evaluating DTNs because, in
such networks, the network can be unable to deliver messages within an acceptable
amount of time. In other words, messages are rarely lost but are subject to long
delays. Thus, the delivery ratio is dened as the percentage of the total number of




Latency represents the interval between the time a message is generated and the
time it is received. This metric is especially important for applications that have a
limited time window in which the data is useful. Although many applications can
tolerate long waits, they can also benet from short delivery latencies. An example
is a scenario in which a DTN is used to deliver important messages, such as letters
or emails to a mobile user; the messages must be delivered before the user moves
out of the network.
Number of Transmissions
One of the protocol design goals in DTNs is to reduce the number of transmis-
sions per message. The number of transmissions depends mainly on the decision
strategy employed by the routing protocol when it chooses the next hop, either
because of multiple copies of each message or because of protocol overhead. This
situation results in some protocols transmitting more messages than others. An
excessive number of message transmissions requires more computational resources,
as some processing is required for each message, resulting in excessive energy con-
sumption. The number of transmissions can therefore be used as a measure of the
amount of contact capacity consumed by a protocol, as an approximate measure
of the computational resources required, and as an approximate measure of power
consumption.
2.2 Routing Strategies
Although a signicant amount of work has been performed with respect to general
DTN architecture [1], more eort and focus are still needed in order to reach an
agreement about DTN routing algorithms, especially when for networks in which
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connectivity is neither enforced nor scheduled but is subject to predictions based
on statistics about movement history of the nodes. DTN routing strategies can be
classied into two categories according to the number of copies of the message and
the information used to make decisions in order to nd a destination: replication
based, and forwarding, or knowledge, based. The following sections provide an
overview of the most interesting algorithms, including their classication according
to these two categories.
2.2.1 Replication (Flooding) Strategies
Many routing strategies in DTNs make multiple copies of each message in order to
increase the chance that at least one copy will reach its destination or to reduce
delivery latency. This strategy involves a clear trade-o between delivery time (la-
tency) and resource consumption. Having more copies of the messages increases
the probability that one of them will reach the destination and decreases the aver-
age delivery time. However, this process consumes a large amount of bandwidth,
energy, and storage resources, which is proportional to the number of nodes in the
network. The easiest approach is to send a single copy of the message in the net-
work. However, if node failure is considered, this method will result in the message
being lost. The most reliable approach is to have a controlled number of copies sent
through the network, in order to balance the tradeos. A number of algorithms
have been proposed for dealing with these issues. However, a protocol that will
completely solve this problem has not yet proposed. This section gives an overview
of the most interesting ooding-based routing protocols.
Tree-Based Flooding
In tree-based strategy, a message can be copied to a number of relays in order
to increase the average delivery time. When a message is copied to a relay, an
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indication of how many copies the relay should make is included. This set of relays
forms a tree of nodes rooted at the source. Many methods have been proposed
for deciding how to make copies. A. Vahdat et al. [29] proposed a simple scheme
that allows each node to make unlimited copies but that prevents the message from
traveling more than a maximum of k hops from the source. This method limits
the depth of the tree, but places no limit on its breadth. In [27] T. Small et al.
proposed a scheme for limiting the node a maximum of L copies, which restricts
both the depth and the breadth of the tree, the total number of copies being
limited to a maximum of L. However, these schemes use a number of parameters
that should be carefully tuned in order to obtain best performance. Groenevelt et
al. in [5] proposed simple forwarding scheme called source forwarding (SF) or two
hop forwarding. In this scheme, the source node forwards a message copy to the
rst L−1 nodes it encounters, and then each encountered node keeps a copy of the
message until it meets the destination node of the message.
A more ecient alternative called Spray and Wait (S&W) is proposed by T.
Spyropoulos et al. in [28]. It limits the total number of copies to L copies. In this
scheme, a message source starts with L copies. When it encounters another node
B with no copies, it distributes the responsibility for making L/2 of its current
copies to B and keeps half for itself; when it has only one copy left, it switches to
direct transmission. This scheme has been shown to be optimal if the inter-node
contact probabilities are independent and identically distributed [52]. This scheme
has been proven to perform a fewer number of transmissions with a competitive
delay under network contentions such as limited buer space and bandwidth. It
also shows poor performance in real mobility scenario. This scheme is included in
the evaluation of the proposed protocols.
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Epidemic Routing
The fastest way to deliver messages is to spread the messages to all hosts, thus
forming a type of persistent ooding, which is known as epidemic routing [29]. In
this scheme, when two nodes encounter each other, they exchange all messages
that they do not have in common. In this way, all the messages are eventually
spread to all nodes in the entire network. Although this scheme is considered to
be very robust against node failure and to provide the fastest message delivery, it
is very wasteful of network resources. It has the highest number of transmissions,
which increase rabidly as the number of nodes increases, which result in a very high
energy consumption. It is also impractical to implement in most real wireless ad
hoc networks in which bandwidth, buer space, and energy are scarce resources.
In such networks, epidemic routing causes a great deal of contention for limited
buer space and network capacity, resulting in large queuing delays and signicant
number of retransmissions and message drops [30, 43, 55]. These diculties can
degrade network performance dramatically.
A number of researchers have studied ways to improve the performance of the
epidemic routing by reducing its overhead and quantity of resources consumption
[31, 28, 101, 100, 23]. One challenging problem is nding a way to stop the propa-
gation of a message through the network after it has been delivered. The authors in
[32] proposed death certicates to solve this problem. A death certicate is a new
message generated by the destination node and propagated through the network
to inform nodes to delete the original message. Using a death certicate reduces
the consumption of resources such as buers and memory space. In addition, the
death certicate is much smaller than the original message. Various schemes have
been proposed for improving the propagation of the death certicates. In [27], the
authors show that the more aggressive the death certicate propagation, the less
storage is required at each node, while in [35], the authors show that more aggressive
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death certicate strategies lead to more transmitted messages. In [24], the authors
examined a number of dierent schemes for suppressing redundant transmissions
and cleaning up redundant messages from buers after messages have arrived at
their destinations.
To reduce the number of nodes that try to access a medium at the same time, the
authors in [30, 33] applied a technique to forward a message to another node if it has
a probability smaller than one, i.e., data is gossiped rather than ooded. While
these protocols are more ecient than the original Epidemic Routing protocol, they
still transmit many copies of each message.
2.2.2 Knowledge/ Forwarding Strategies
The strategies in this category require some knowledge of the network in order
to select the best path, and the message is then handed over from relay to relay
along this path. Forwarding strategies can be based on location information, the
assigning of metrics to nodes or to links, or the use of opportunistic information
based on the concept of history-based or utility-based functions. In other words,
the forwarding decision is based on previous knowledge of the routes of potential
carriers or on probabilistic approaches based on the history of encounters between
nodes. The routing protocols presented in this proposal belong to this category.
Location-based Routing
The forwarding approach in this group of strategies attempts to make the least use
of information about the network by assigning coordinates to each node. The coor-
dinates can have physical meaning, such as GPS coordinates. A distance function
is used to estimate the cost of delivering messages from one node to another. A
number of approaches using GPS have been studied with respect to mobile ad hoc
networks [36]. Alternatively, the coordinates can have meaning in network topol-
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ogy space, rather than physical space, a principle which has been used to estimate
network latency between arbitrary nodes on the Internet [37, 96].
In general, location-based routing has two well-known problems. The rst prob-
lem is that even if the distance between two nodes is small, there is no guarantee
that they will be able to communicate due to obstruction that may exist [38]. The
second problem rises from node movement. If a node moves, its physical coordi-
nates change. If the network topology changes, a node's virtual coordinates change.
In DTNs, due to the lack of an end-to-end path, the source is unable to update the
coordinates of the destination node. These two problems make the implementation
of location-based routing complicated. A number of studies have addressed these
problems. Lebrun et al. [39] proposed using the motion vector of mobile nodes
to predict their future locations. Their scheme passes messages to nodes that are
moving closer to the destination, which results in a better delivery ratio a two-hop
relay and requires less overhead than epidemic routing.
Leguay et al. [40] presented a virtual coordinate routing strategy called mobil-
ity pattern spaces (MobySpace), which is based on the use of a high-dimensional
Euclidean space. The construction of MobySpace is based on the frequency of the
nodes visiting each possible location. Each axis in Euclidean space represents a
location, and the distance along the axis represents an estimate of the probability
of nding a node at that location. In their strategy, the node coordinates are com-
posed of a set of probabilities, and nodes that have similar probabilities of visiting
a similar set of locations are more likely to encounter each other at a specic lo-
cation. Further, the forwarding decisions rely on the notion that a node is a good
candidate for taking custody of a message if it has a mobility pattern (based on
constructed Euclidean space) similar to that of the message's destination. Routing
is therefore performed by forwarding messages toward nodes that have mobility
patterns that are increasingly similar to the mobility pattern of the destination.
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Their results show that their approach outperforms epidemic routing. It consumes
fewer resources than epidemic routing, while still delivering a substantial portion
of the messages. However, neither of these studies addresses the problem of local
minima or changing coordinates. They do show that these techniques are applicable
in DTNs.
Gradient /Utility-Based Routing
An alternative approach is based on the use of utility functions that are calculated
from an evaluation of context information, which is used as an assigned weight for
each node in order for representing its suitability to deliver messages to a given
destination. In particular, the history of the previous connections of the nodes
[30, 68], the age of the last encounter timers [42], and probability of predicted
contacts [43] are also used to calculate these functions. Other approaches used
by Spyropoulos et al. in [28, 59]. He developed routing strategies using dierent
utility routing metrics based on nodal mobility statistics , namely Most Mobile First
(MMF), Most Social First (MSF) and Last Seen First (LSF). Ling et al. in [70]
designed a feedback adaptive routing scheme based on the factors solely determined
by the node mobility, where a node with higher mobility is given a higher factor, and
messages are transmitted through nodes with higher inuence factors. Some DTN
message forwarding techniques, [71, 47, 69] have considered available bandwidth
and buer status in the routing metric to decide which message to replicate rst
among all messages in custodian buer. The derivation of the routing metric,
nonetheless, is not related to channel condition status.
Another scheme is called delegation forwarding [62], where a custodian node
forwards a message copy to an encountered node if the encountered node has a
better chance to see the destination. The key idea is that a custodian node
(source or relay) forwards a message copy only if the utility function (represented
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by the rate of encounters between node pairs) of the encountered node is higher than
all the nodes so far seen by a message, and then current custodian will update
its utility value of that message to be equal to that of the encountered node. Mosli
et al. in [65] introduced a DTN routing scheme using utility functions that are
calculated from an evaluation of context information. The derived cost function is
used as an assigned weight for each node that quanties its suitability to deliver
messages to an encountered node regarding to a given destination. Lindgren et
al. in [43] introduced a routing technique in DTNs which takes advantage of the
predicted encounter probability between nodes. Mosli et al. in [41] introduced
a routing strategy based on the number of previous encounters to predict future
contacts using Kalmin lter approach.
The techniques that based on number of previous contacts have two problems.
One is multiple falsely detected contacts, as shown in Figure 2.1, when node D
is within communication range of node C. Because node D may switch its power
o and then switch it back on, node C will falsely detect more than one contact
with node D. The same situation can occur when nodeD exhibits an intermittent
connection with node C, e.g., due to a communication barrier between them or the
presence of node D on the edge of node C's communication range.
The other problem is related to permanent or quasi-permanent neighbors, as
shown in Figure 2.1 when node A and node B move with the same velocity and in
the same direction. Because no disconnection occurs for long time, only one contact
between the two nodes would be counted irrespective of the long duration of the
contact. On the other hand, both nodes encounter other nodes as they move, which
can result in multiple contacts for each of them due to on and o links. A routing
decision based on the number of contacts makes nodeB a less suitable candidate
for carrying a message for node A than other nodes that have a larger number
of contacts, even though node B should actually be the preferred candidate for
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Figure 2.1: Example of the number of encounters in contact-based estimation
carrying the messages because it is in continuous contact with node A.
A sophisticated scheme was introduced by Spyropoulos et al., called Spay and
Focus [28], which is characterized by addressing an upper bound on the number of
message copies (denoted as L). In specic, a message source starts with L copy
tokens. When it encounters another node B currently without any copy of the
message, it shares the message delivery responsibility with B by transferring L/2
of its current tokens to B while keeping the other half for itself. When it has
only one copy left, it switches to a utility forwarding mechanism based on the
time elapsed since the last contact. This scheme has proven to signicantly reduce
the required number of transmissions, while achieving a competitive delay with
respect to network contentions such as buers space and bandwidth. This scheme
is considered to be the best among the multi-copy utility forwarding approaches
that have been proposed. The Spray and Focus approach is addressed in more detail
below. An approach very similar to the Spray and Focus protocol was proposed
by Li et al. [61], which diers from that by [28] in the employed utility function
and queuing policy mechanisms. In specic, the utility function in is designed
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based on the probability of the duration of the contact time between pairs for a
given time window interval. They compared their scheme to the Spray and Wait
routing [28] and came to the same conclusion as T. Spyropoulos et al.[58]: if the
community-based mobility model is used, the performance of the Spray and Wait
protocol deteriorates.
In this proposal, each node must store a metric for all other nodes. Sucient
information must then be propagated through the network to allow each node to
compute a metric for all destinations. The metric could be based on many param-
eters, such as the time of the last contact between the node and the destination,
the history of the previous connections of the nodes, the remaining battery energy,
or the mobility of a node. A variety of utility functions have been proposed for
enhancing routing performance in DTNs because they have a signicant impact on
routing performance. The following is detailed discussion of two utility functions
presentation, and the most eective utility-based routing protocols in DTNs.
Utility Function without Transitivity In a utility function scheme, nodes
use information regarding the network obtained from last-encounter timers. These
times are used as indirect information about the position of the nodes. This infor-
mation becomes diused throughout the network through the mobility process. In
the majority of cases, a low encounter time for a given node implies that, the node
is expected to be somewhere nearby. Therefore, a utility function can be dened
based on these timers, within which a node can be examined with respect to its
usefulness for delivering a message to another node. In [32, 43, 44], the authors
used a gradient-based scheme to deliver a message to its destination. This scheme
attempts to maximize the utility function for this destination.
Denition of Utility-Based Routing: Let every node X maintains a utility value
UX(Y ) for every other node Y in a given network. The utility function X is
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a monotonic function of the respective last encounter timer tx(y), where tx(y)
denotes the time elapsed since x last met y. Now let a node A carrying a message for
a node D comes within transmission range of another node B, for which UA(D) <
UB(D). Then, forwarding the message to B results in a reduction of the expected
delivery time of the message to its destination. The worst case would produce delay
as large as that obtained by randomized routing.
Utility Function with Transitivity Even though the above scheme im-
proves forwarding decisions, it suers from a slow start phase, which is manifested
more in large networks. In such a network, where the expected distance between a
source and a destination is large, enough time is needed for the nodes near the des-
tination to become decoupled and move near to the source [45]. These nodes will
therefore not have a high enough utility to be chosen as next hops. Additionally, if
it happens that some nodes around the message custodian last met the destination
before the custodian did, the custodian will probably have to buer the message
and wait a long time until it moves into transmission range of the destination again,
even if a path connected to the destination exists. This ineciency is caused by
the utility update rule of nodes, because each node updates its utility function for
the destination only when it encounters that destination. As a result, location in-
formation takes a very long time to become diused throughout the network, and
by the time such information does become diused, it is obsolete.
To deal with the drawbacks mentioned, Anders Lindgren et al. [43] proposed the
use of transitivity when updating the utility function. When node A sees nodeB
often, and node B sees node C often, it can safely be inferred that A can be a good
candidate to deliver a message to C (through B), even if A rarely sees C. Therefore,
when A encounters node B, it should also update (increase) its utility for all nodes
for which B has a high utility. Although the use of transitivity has improved the
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performance of forwarding decisions, the presentation of the transitivity function
needs to be carefully chosen so that it actually improves performance, because the
presentation should successfully capture the amount of uncertainty that is resolved
with respect to the position of the destination node when it encounters a node
that has more recent information for that destination. A number of the schemes
proposed use dierent utility-based forwarding presentations. These schemes use a
controlled number of message copies and are classied as hybridbased approaches.
The schemes related to the proposed work are addressed in more detail in the
following section.
Spray and Focus Routing
The Spray and Focus scheme has been proposed as a method of overcoming the
shortcoming of the Spray and Wait [28]. As in the spray and Wait scheme, in this
scheme a xed number of copies are spread initially in the spray phase, but then
each copy focus phase is routed independently according to a utility function, i.e.,
looks for a node with a higher utility than its own. The utility function is based on
the time elapsed since last encounters between pairs. The utility-based forwarding
strategy provides very good performance in scenarios in which mobility is low and
localized. This scheme has provided very competitive results in terms of delay in
scenarios in which the Spray and Wait scheme loses its performance advantage,
while making more transmissions per message compared to the Spray and Wait
protocol [58].
Transitivity function
The Seek and Focus protocol employs the following transitivity function;
Denition: Let a node A encounters a node B at a distance dAB. Further let
tA() and tB() denote the respective timer values that A and B have, respectively,
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for all other nodes. Finally, let tm(d) denote the expected time it takes a node to
move a distance d for a given mobility model. Then
∨j 6= B : τB(J) < τA(J)− tm(dAB), set τA(J) < τB(J) + tm(dAB) (2.1)
Drawbacks of the Spray and Focus protocol
Although the Seek and Focus protocol has overcome some of the drawbacks in
some of the routing protocols, it has its own limitations, as can be illustrated in the
following scenario: Suppose a node A and a node B rarely encounter each other,
e.g, they encounter each other on average every 90 time units. Then node A comes
into the transmission range of node B at a distance dAB, and the time required
for node B or A to cross distance dAB is 5 time units. Suppose that node A and
node j usually encounter each other on average every 50 time units, and the time
elapsed since they last encountered each other is 25 time units. Consider that node
B encounters node j; i.e., they see each other on average every 20 time units, and it
last encountered node j 10 time units previously. The utility transitivity function
for node A would then be tA(j) = 5 + 10 = 15 < 25, which means that the new
value of tA(j) is 15. That is, the utility function is improved although node A rarely
encounters nodes J and B. As a result, in future, if any node encounters node A
and it has a message destined for node j with a utility function value less than
that of A, it will handover the message to node A even if node A is not a suitable
candidate for delivering the message to node j. Moreover, the next time node A
and node B may travel in dierent directions at dierent speeds. Consequently,
the delivery time for a message would be increased. In addition, the calculation
the optimum number of copies that can be used is still an issue, especially if a real
mobility scenario is considered.
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This research will propose other strategies that can use fewer copies than the
Spray and Focus scheme by spreading a number of copies that is less than or at
most equal to the number of copies used in the Spray and Focus scheme, while
obtaining better guaranteed results than those of other schemes described in the
literature. Chapter 4 introduces the new utility update rule along with the proposed
forwarding strategy, or routing algorithm. The proposed update rule captures the
importance of history of encounters and how utilizing it can improve the forwarding
strategy.
Social Networks based Forwarding
Some studies have investigated the impact of human mobility and their (potential)
social relations on the design and performance of the appropriate routing algorithm
[91, 90, 89, 88, 94, 49]. The forwarding approach in this group of strategies is
called social network based forwarding. With these schemes, the variation in node
popularity, and the detectability of communities, are employed as main factors in
forwarding decisions. Hui et al. in [94, 90] investigated the human mobility traces
in terms of social structures, and use these structures in the design of forwarding
algorithms for Pocket Switched Networks (PSNs). They proposed a social based
forwarding algorithm, called BUBBLE, which is shown empirically to improve the
forwarding eciency signicantly compared to oblivious forwarding schemes. Daly
et al. in [88] presented social network analysis metrics that may be used to support
a novel and practical forwarding solution to provide ecient message delivery in
disconnected delay-tolerant MANETs. These metrics are based on social analysis
of a node's past interactions and consists of three locally evaluated components:
a node's betweenness centrality (calculated using ego networks), a node's social
similarity to the destination node, and a node's tie strength relationship with the
destination node.
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In [93, 65] the authors extended the operational properties of utility functions to
also predict future attributes of potential message carriers; the new notion, which
includes both the utility functions and its predictability extensions is the context.
The evaluation of a node's context is made based on two main criteria, namely the
rate of change of connectivity of the host (i.e., how possible it is that this node will
move and meet other nodes) and the energy level (i.e., how long will the node stay
"on", so that it will be able to interact with encounters). The analysis is based on
the fact that "mobile networks are social networks after all, since mobile devices
are carried by individuals" . The authors report acceptable delivery ratios with
relatively low delivery delays and small overheads.
2.3 Collaborative Reinforcement Learning (CRL)
CRL is used for tackling the complex time-varying problems where global knowl-
edge on system behaviors is not available [75, 79]. With a CRL coordination model,
the agents can cooperate with each other to solve a system-wide optimization prob-
lem that could be composed of a set of discrete optimization problems (DOP). An
agent can solve one or a number of discrete optimization problems via reinforce-
ment learning by exchanging some key information with neighbor agents, which
further contributes towards the solution of the system-wide optimization problem.
An individual agent only possesses partial knowledge about the system-wide state
and knowledge about their neighbors. As a result, each agent serves as a member
of the dynamic population that joins (or leaves) the system by autonomously es-
tablishing (or tearing down) connections with their neighbors without making any
use of system-wide knowledge.
With CRL, the path selection is based on the expected performance of an agent
starting with initial state, s, in which the algorithm exercises an optimal state
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transition policy thereafter. An estimated value function V (s) is employed at a
CRL agent as the cost function in solving a DOP. V (s) can also be presented as an
optimal action-value function, Q(s, a), and their relation can be expressed as
V (s) = maxaQ(s, a)
Two transition states are identied in CRL; local on the current agent ni, and
remote to a neighboring agent nj. The estimation of the cost of transition from the
local to the remote state takes into consideration the connection cost between the
current agent and the neighboring agent. Therefore, the estimated optimal action
value function, Qi(s, a), should includes both the value function for the state Vj(s
′)
that is received from the neighboring agent, and the connection cost of the state,
Di(s
′, a, s). The connection cost for a transition from the local state of current agent
to the remote state at a neighboring agent should reect the underlying network
cost as well as the cost of transferring control from the source agent to the target
agent. The transfer of control involves terminating the DOP at the originating
agent and start solving a new DOP at the target agent. The cost function is given
by:
V (s) = R(s, a) +maxa
∑
Pi(s




′ | s, a) +Decay(Vj(s′))
)
,
V (s) = maxa[Qi(s, a)] (2.2)
where, Pi(s
′| s, aj) represents set of transition models that describe the probability
of making state transition from state s to state s′ under delegation action a, Di(s
′ |
s, a) is the estimated connection cost model at agent ni of making a transition
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from sate s to state s′ under delegation action a, Decay(V j(s′)) is the decay model
used at agent ni to decay the V values of last advertised costs to given destination
agents. This mechanism is used to eliminate and degrade agents that have a lower
contact frequency with node ni. Here, R(s, a) is the Markov Decision Process(MDP)
termination cost.
To overcome the lack of prior or centrally managed knowledge on the network
environments, a CRL has been proposed [75] for MANETs, which is characterized by
an autonomous and self-organizing design for developing MANET routing protocols.
The technique has been proven as a successful implementation regarding robustness
and scalability in the context of MANET routing. Inspired by this, we envision that
the concept of CRL can also be applied to the DTN routing protocol design in spite
of the decentralized and intermittently connected characteristic in DTNs; and the
use of a CRL model should be able to improve the performance and scalability of
the DTN routing protocol operations.
2.4 Buer Management
While there is considerable amount of eort for improving routing techniques in
DTNs [98, 99, 52], many of them have not considered the fact that each node
could be a hand-held and battery-powered device with stringent power consump-
tion constraint and buer size limitation. The buer limitation may cause message
drop/loss due to buer overow, and the insucient link bandwidth during a con-
tact and short duration of a contact may not allow the node to transfer all the
intended messages. This causes a big challenge in the implementation of some pre-
viously reported schemes. To address this issue, a few studies have examined the
impact of buer management and scheduling policies on the performance of DTN
routing [95].
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Lindgren et al. in [77] evaluated a set of heuristic buer management policies
based on locally available nodal parameters and applied them to a number of DTN
routing protocols. The following queue management policies are used to decide
which message should be dropped if the buer is full when a new message has to
be accommodated.
 FIFO  First in rst out. Handle the queue in a FIFO order. The message
that was rst entered into the queue is the rst message to be dropped.
 Drop Random(DR): the selection of message to be dropped is random.
 Drop Least-Recently-Received (DLR): the message with the long stay time
in buer will be dropped. The idea is that the packet with in buer for long
time has less probability to be passed to other nodes.
 Drop-Oldest (DOA): the message with the shorted remaining life time (TTL)
in network is dropped. The idea of dropping such packet is that if packet
TTL is small, it is in the network for long time and thus has high probability
to be already delivered.
 SHLI  Evict shortest life time rst. In the DTN architecture [1], each message
has a timeout value which species when it is no longer useful and should be
deleted. If this policy is used, the message with the shortest remaining life
time is the st to be dropped.
 DL-Drop last(DL): it drops the newly received message.
 Drop front(DF): the message that enters rst in the queue is dropped rst.
 MOFO  Evict most forwarded rst: In an attempt to maximize the dispersion
of messages through the network, this policy requires that the routing agent
keeps track of the number of times each message has been forwarded. The
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message that has been forwarded the largest number of times is the rst to
be dropped, thus giving messages that have not been forwarded fewer times
more chances of getting forwarded.
Zhang et al. in [33] addressed this issue in the case of epidemic routing by eval-
uating simple drop policies such as drop-front and drop last, and analyzed the
situation where the buer at a node has a capacity limit. Stylianos Dimitriou et
al. [83] proposed buer management policy based in using two types of queues for
two types of data trac; a low-delay trac (LDT) queue and a high-delay trac
(HDT) queue. Wahidabanu et al. in [84] proposed an approach based in classifying
the bundles into classes of services, and the main buer is divided into queues ac-
cordingly. Separate queue is maintained for each class of service, and the bundles
are scheduled according to the class of service. Noticeably all the above mentioned
policies based only on the local knowledge of some network information.
Khrifa et al. in [76] proposed an interesting approach for solving the problem
of buer management by way of a drop policy and a scheduling scheme. This is
the rst study that explicitly takes global knowledge of node mobility as a con-
straint in the task of buer management. Specically, their method estimates the
number of copies of message i (message under consideration) based on the number
of buered messages that were created before the message i. Although interesting,
the method may become inaccurate when the number of network nodes is getting
larger, especially for newly generated messages. Meanwhile, the eect due to the
change of the number of message copies during the remaining lifetime of a message
is not considered in the utility function calculation. This means the utility func-
tion is only aected by the current message copies and its remaining lifetime. It
is clear that the above mentioned studies leave a large room to improve, where a
solution for DTN buer management that can well estimate and manipulate the
global status is absent.
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2.5 Summary and Observations
In this chapter we have surveyed existing techniques for routing and buer manage-
ment in DTNs. While a wide variety of methods address the routing problem, they
can be classied according to two key properties: replication based and knowledge
based. Protocols are subcategorised according to these classications, and their
advantages and limitations have been highlighted as well.
The survey and classication led to the following observations. First, achieving
a low delivery delay and a high delivery ratio with low resource consumption re-
quires techniques that rely on knowledge about both the topology and replication.
This concept has been implicitly noted by several of the researchers in the eld.
Thus, the challenge is to determine the correct balance between redundancy and
resource consumption, and to nd manageable solutions for using network topology
information. These issues are still open and need to be solved. Second, in cases in
which message volume is low, simple epidemic routing works extremely well, which
suggests that small experimental deployments could be rapidly developed based on
epidemic routing, allowing researchers to work with actual network topology and
trac data, which could then be used to design new routing strategies. Third,
although some of routing schemes have been reported to deal with the limited net-
work resources, none of them have investigated thoroughly how the protocol should
take advantage of dynamic network status to improve the performance, such as
packet collisions, wireless link conditions, and nodal buer occupancy. There is
obviously some room to improve for the multi-copy routing schemes in the DTN
scenario considered in this study.
With this in mind, the main feature of the proposed protocol should be the
strong capability in adaptation to the uctuation of network status, trac pat-
terns/ characteristics, and user behaviors, so as to reduce the number of trans-
missions, message delivery time, and increase delivery ratio. This can be achieved
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by jointly considering node mobility statistics, congestion, and buer occupancy,
which are subsequently fused in a novel quality-metric function. Fourth, although
some eort has been reported to improve data delivery by proposing some buer
management policies, most of existing policies are based on the local network state.
Ecient policies should take in the consideration the global network state in the
consideration in order to make ecient drop or forwarding decision such that the
delivery delay is reduced and/or the delivery ratio is improved.
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Chapter 3
Problem Description and Solution
Approach
The eciency of routing protocols in DTNs is aected by many factors, such as en-
ergy consumption, buer space, fault tolerance, and bandwidth. Most of DTN pro-
tocols work under the assumption that all nodes in the network have no contention
(innite buer space and unlimited bandwidth). On one hand, ooding-based (or
multiple-copy based) schemes are robust and provide short delays. However, they
consume large amounts of energy, bandwidth, and memory space. In addition, they
suer from contention under a high trac load, during which packet drops can
signicantly degrade performance and scalability [43, 30, 25, 6, 97]. Consequently,
these drawbacks may render such algorithms prohibitive for bandwidth-constrained
and energy-constrained applications, which is a common case in a MANET. There-
fore, the main goal of this research is to design a framework of utility-based (hop-by-
hop) routing mechanisms that achieves both minimum delay and low consumption
of bandwidth, energy, and memory in large-scale intermittently connected mobile
networks. Achieving this goal, begins with a thorough designing of multi-copy rout-
ing mechanism for intermittently connected mobile networks under no contention.
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This design is taken as a building block.
From this building block, the work is extended to study the same problem
while considering designing multiple-copy routing approaches that can deal with
networks under contention. Improvement in the performance of the utility-based
routing protocols in DTNs is mainly due to the forwarding policy applied when
two nodes are within transmission range of each other. The forwarding policy is
further guided by the utility function, which adapts to the network state such as
available bandwidth, buer occupancy status, and the historical data of nodal inter-
connectivity. It is expected that the presentation and information updates used for
calculating the utility function will have signicant impact on the performance of
the protocol. In general, this research addresses three key factors in the design of a
large-scale DTN: connectivity, contact capacity, and limited buer capacity. These
factors are described in the following subsections.
3.1 Major Issues in Encounter-Based DTNs
3.1.1 Network Connectivity
The nature of the underlying network connectivity plays an important role in proto-
col design. A message, which is a trunk of data that can be up to several megabytes,
might be buered at a custodian node until a next hop is found. The buer time
of a message could vary from seconds to days. Thus, an important consideration
is the nature of the underlying network connectivity, which depends strongly on
application scenarios and environments under consideration. It has been proven
that user mobility serves as fundamental input into the performance of a routing
protocol in DTNs, and the mobility model adopted for the performance analysis
will have a signicant impact on the results [54]. Simply adopting the RWP or the
RW model can never eectively resemble the actual behavior of human activities
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due to the unrealistic assumption that all nodes are regulated under identical and
independent distributed movements [53, 54].
The aim of this research is to study possible actions when connectivity is subject
to the statistics of a mobility model followed by nodes. Providing an ecient
solution for the routing problem requires consideration of a mobility model that
resembles the real behavior of human movements. Nodes in networks with this type
of mobility follow some types of human activities that have predicted schedules.
These activities can be represented as contacts that can predictably be brought
up or down. It can be argued that a promising strategy is to employ transitivity
function that can aggregate the information about network connectivity and use it
to make an intelligent forwarding decision. This process ensures that each node in
the network can eciently build useful knowledge about all the other nodes.
3.1.2 Contact Capacity
In DTNs, the most stringently limited resources are the available bandwidth and
the duration of the contacts. When the transmission range is xed, there is no
way to increase the link capacity [56, 57], which aects the amount of data that
can be exchanged between two nodes. Even if the duration is known precisely, it
may not be possible to predict capacity due to uctuations in the data rate. The
contact capacity becomes very important if the volume of trac increases due to
an increasing number of users, or due to large messages being exchanged. To deal
with this issue, the designed protocol should reduce the number of transmissions per
message in order to avoid violating the bandwidth constraint. This step requires
the implementation of an ecient forwarding strategy that guarantees end-to-end
forwarding with the least number of transmissions and also guarantees that the




To achieve data delivery in a DTN, a node may carry a message for a long period of
time, until it encounters another node with a higher forwarding opportunity. Addi-
tionally, multiple copies of a message are often propagated in order to increase the
probability of delivery. This combination of long-term storage and replica imposes
a high storage overhead on relay nodes. Thus, ecient buer management policies
are necessary for eective decisions about messages should be kept or discarded
when the buers of nodes are operating close to capacity limit.
3.2 Routing Problem in Encounter-based DTNs
There are many routing protocols have been designed for encounter-based DTNs
environment [60]  [62]. The main eort in developing these routing schemes is
nding a method of exploiting the nodal mobility in order to predict the future
contacts between a pair of nodes that is further employed as a main factor in the
message forwarding decision. A number of the techniques that have been proposed
for DTN routing use dierent criteria for predicting future contacts, e.g., the idea
that a most recently seen node is more likely to be met [9, 102]. Some schemes
[46], the ones that are compared with the proposed routing protocols, use a utility
function presentation implicitly based on the distance between encountered nodes.
However, this presentation has its own drawback, as appointed in Chapter 2.2.
Some techniques rely on the assumption of a predened rarely changing move-
ment pattern in which routing decisions are based [5]. However, it is not clear
how to determine mobility patterns. Previous techniques [41, 43] predict future
contacts based on the number of previous contacts. Predicting contacts is critical
since it determines the suitability of the encountered node as the next carries of the
message. Such an approach has two critical problems, as appointed in chapter 2.2.
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More importantly, most of previously reported utility-based forwarding schemes
assume that each node has sucient resources for message buering and forwarding.
None of them have investigated how the protocol should take advantage of dynamic
network status to improve the performance, such as packet collisions, wireless link
conditions, and nodal buer occupancy. The performance of the existing protocols
degrade dramatically when the trac demand is high in a network with limited
resources.
With these drawbacks in mind, We set two routing objectives. First, design and
employ an accurate and ecient nodal mobility exploitation method represented
in a from of a utility function. Second, design DTN routing protocols that can
deal with dierent network capacities. Our design is based on the assumption
of the existence of two types of network environments; i) a network with sucient
resources to handle trac demand, and ii) a network with insucient resources such
as buer space, and bandwidth, which have major aect on messages forwarding
in DTNs.
For the rst environment (a network with sucient resources, or lightly loaded
network), an encounter-based protocol, called Self Adaptive Routing Protocol (SARP)
is introduced [63]. The introduced solution has the goal of investigating the eect
of deploying a self-organized framework for routing messages in sparsely connected
mobile networks. SARP can achieve minimum delivery delay, high delivery ratio,
and low transmissions. SARP alleviates the shortcomings of existing utility-based
protocols in networks with considerably sucient resources.
For the second environment ( network under contention), two contention aware
routing techniques are introduced, Self Adaptive Utility-Based Routing Protocol
(SAURP) [85], and Adaptive Reinforcement-Based Routing Protocol (ARBRP)
[64]. Each protocol employing a dierent way of exploiting the network state in-
formation and the nodal mobility. SAURP uses a utility function in a form of
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inter-contact time as the main factor on its forwarding decision, while ARBRP
employing a utility function in a form of contact time duration as the main factor
on its forwarding decisions. The main feature of the introduced protocols is the
strong capability in adaptation to the uctuation of network status, trac pat-
terns/characteristics, and user behaviors, so as to reduce the number of transmis-
sions, message delivery time, and increase delivery ratio. This is achieved by jointly
considering node mobility statistics, congestion, and buer occupancy, which are
subsequently fused in a novel quality-metric (utility) function. In specic, the link
availability and buer occupancy statistics are obtained by sampling the channels
and buer space during each contact with another node. The developed quality-
metric function targets to facilitating decision making for each active data message,
resulting in optimized network performance.
In summary, using an ecient presentation of utility function values along with a
smart forwarding strategy can reduce the number of transmissions, delivery delays,
and increase the delivery ratio in the network, which is the main motivation behind
this research. Other challenges, such as dealing with node failure and meeting
delivery deadlines for some applications, are still unresolved. One possible solution
for dealing with these issues is to spread multiple copies of each message in the
network. However, spreading many copies of messages throughout the network
creates other problems, such as buer space and bandwidth violations. Developing
a multi-copy routing protocol that uses a low number of transmissions combined
with an ecient use of buer space is another motivation of this work.
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3.3 Buer Management and Scheduling Problem in
DTNs
Most DTN routing protocols have assumed unlimited contact bandwidth and neg-
ligible storage overhead [29, 52, 102] without considering that each node could be
with a limited buer space and contact bandwidth. Note that buering and for-
warding unlimited number of messages may also cause intolerable resources and
nodal energy consumption; and it is imperative to set up bandwidth and buer
limitations at the DTN nodes to better account for the fact that each node could
be a hand-held and battery-powered device with stringent contact capacity and
buer size limitations. With such buer and bandwidth limitations at the DTN
nodes, message drop/loss could happen due to buer and/or trac overow. This
leads to a big challenge in the implementation of most previously reported schemes
such as those belonging to the class of epidemic (ooding) routing. In order to
facilitate the implementation of such routing schemes, the following issues should
be solved:
 (Scheduling issue due to limited contact capacity) What is the decision that
should be made about which message should be forwarded rst to node A
among all messages in node A′s buer, so as to maximize the global delivery
ratio and/ or minimize the delivery delay of all messages in the network?.
 (Buer management issue due to limited buer capacity) What is the decision
that should be made about which message should be dropped among all
messages stored at node B′s buer if the decision is made (taken by routing
algorithm) to forward message i from node A to node B and B′s buer is full
in order to maximize the global delivery ratio and/ or minimize the delivery
delay of all messages in the network?.
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Part of this thesis addresses the problem of buer limitation by introducing novel
buer management and scheduling framework for DTNs considering two dierent
aspect of routing families [82]: ooding-based routing, where the Epidemic [29]
and controlled ooding (source forwarding) [5] schemes mechanisms are considered
in the formulation, and encounter-based routing, where SAURP [85] mechanism is
considered in the formulation. The proposed buer scheduling policies are aiming
to enable an eective decision process on which messages should be dropped or
forwarded when the buer is full. Such a decision is made by evaluating the impact
of dropping each buered message according to collected network information.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the problem statement. It identies the main prob-
lems with the existing encounter-based routing protocols and buer management
strategies and suggests a framework for developing routing protocols and buer
management strategies that can be integrated into DTNs. Next chapter introduces





This chapter explores the problem space of multi-copy routing in encounter-based
DTNs and presents the proposed adaptive encounter-based routing protocol for
tackling the multi-copy routing problem.
4.1 System Model





N 2-dimensional torus in a geographical region, as
shown in Figure 4.1. The simulation area is divided into a number of communities.
The movements of nodes are according to the community-based mobility model
[50].
Each node can transmit up to distance K ≥ 0 meters away, where K/»N is
smaller than the value required for connectivity [60], and each message transmission
takes one time unit. Euclidean distance is used to measure the proximity between
two nodes (or their positions) A and B. Additionally, we assume that the network
is disconnected at most times, and that the transmission is faster than the node
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Figure 4.1: The mobility space
movement, which is a reasonable assumption with modern wireless devices [45].
4.2 Mobility Model
Popular mobility models such as RWP and RW that have been employed in DTNs
research [48, 50] do not hold if the actual behavior of real-life situations is consid-
ered, e.g., university campuses, conferences, work, etc. These models assume that
nodes are uniformly distributed in the network area and that all nodes have equally
frequent movements to every network location. The mobility characteristics of the
nodes are also considered to be the same: every node's mobility process is iden-
tical and independently distributed from all others. Because of the limitations of
these two assumptions, a number of research studies have been conducted based on
real-life networks. These studies have motivated us to use mobility model that can
better resemble real node movements called the Community-Based Mobility Model
[50].
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4.2.1 Community-based Mobility Model (CMM)
The model is based mainly on two states: local and roaming [50]. Nodes in this
model belong to dierent communities in the network and uctuate between these
two states. The movement inside the network is described as follows: (i) The
node's movement inside a community consists of local and roaming epochs. (ii) In
a local epoch, a node performs movements in random directions only within the
node's local community. (iii) In a roaming epoch, a node performs random direction
movement inside the entire network (or performs restricted movement to predened
communities). (iv) After performing the movement, each node calculates its next
epoch as follows: If the node's previous epoch was local, its next epoch is local
with a probability of pl, or roaming with a probability of 1=pl. (v). If the node's
previous epoch was roaming, the next epoch is roaming with a probability of pr,
or local with a probability of 1=pr. Tuning the parameters allows the generation
of a large number of scenarios using the community-based mobility model. In
this work, we generate a specic scenario closely resembling the reality of an actual
network. In this scenario, dierent nodes share specic communities, such as several
library buildings or oces on a campus, several oces in a company, or several
entertainment venues at one location. This scenario is more realistic compared to
other scenarios in which all nodes move uniformly at random throughout the entire
network. With this model, the proposed protocols can be examined with respect to
dierent networks sizes, dierent ranges of connectivity, and dierent trac loads.
4.2.2 MAC protocol
In this study, a shared channel based on a simplied version of the slotted collision
avoidance MAC protocol with Clear-to-Send (CTS) and Request-to-Send (RTS) has
been implemented in order to arbitrate between nodes contending for the shared
channel. In the proposed implementation, we assume that each message takes one
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time unit to be transmitted (unless it is specied). When a node receives a message,
it sends a small acknowledgment packet (ACK) back to the sender.
4.3 The Self-Adaptive Routing Protocol (SARP)
The main aim of the proposed Self-Adaptive Routing Algorithm (SARP) is to adapt
itself according to network behavior in order to reduce the number of transmissions,
the delivery time, and increase delivery ratio. These improvements can be achieved
by employing a more ecient updating strategy for the stochastic information at
each node. Although the idea of using transitivity itself is not new [43], a transitivity
function and an inter-contact time table are presented in a dierent way so that the
proposed utility function presentation is more ecient. It comprises both contact
time duration and encounter rate, that is, the number of encounters that nodes
have during a time window. More insight about the metrics used by the proposed
protocol is provided in the next subsection.
4.3.1 Prediction of Future Contacts
To address the problem, the proposed routing is based on an inter-contact time
which intrinsically relies on the duration and frequency of previous contacts, rather
than only the number of previous contacts. Including the total duration of all the
contacts as the parameter is expected to better reect the likelihood that nodes will
meet with each other. Without loss of generality, consider two nodes, A and B.
At any time, each node broadcasts a pilot signal each k time units in order to look
for its neighbors, the nodes within its transmission range. To consider a contact
as an encounter, the duration of the contact and the time duration between two
consecutive pilot signals should be at least equal to the time needed to transmit one
message. When A encounters B, for time duration TAB, each time the pilot signal
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of A nds that B is still within A's transmission range, it increases the number of








where Tp is the time duration between two consecutive pilot signals. Regardless
of the time synchronization and the duration of the time that nodes A and B
stay connected to each other, TAB = TBA. The average of the inter-contact time
of a future contact between nodes A and B is estimated approximately as follows.
Consider that A and B encounter each other, and that so far they have encountered
each other n times (including the new number of encounters resulted form the new





where t is the time at which nodes A and B move out of transmission range of
each other. The average inter-contact frequency describes how often the two nodes
encounter each other per unit of time. This type of information is considered useful
for constructing a nodal mobility model based on the historical behavior of each
node, where the encounter frequency of each pair of nodes is taken as an abstract
of the real mobility model. In this technique, the inter-contact time is computed
over the entire history of a node, which is easy since the computation requires only
the division of current time over the sum of the number of contacts, from the initial
time when the observations began.
Good performance can be further achieved by setting sliding window parame-
ters so that each node can accumulate enough information about all other nodes.
Thus, in the proposed model, a node will maintain a list of encountered nodes
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in a specic time window. The encounter frequency information for each pair of
nodes is calculated, maintained, and exchanged among nodes, which serves as im-
portant input to the message forwarding decision-making process for each contact.
The message-forwarding strategy, including weighted copy, transition, and updating
rules, is presented in the next subsection.
4.3.2 Forwarding Strategy in the SARP
The forwarding strategy is based on the concepts described below.
 Each node keeps track of the history of the average time rate of the inter-
contacts with all the other nodes in the network, that is, how often nodes come
into transmission range of each other. For example, a node A encounters node
B every R time units. The list is called inter-contact table.
 Each node maintains a list of nodes that frequently encounters in a specic
time window. The list is maintained through a table that contains the history
of the average inter-contact time of each node in the list for every other node.
The list is called history table.
 At the beginning, the history of the contents of inter-contact table is set to
innity.
 When two nodes encounter each other, the timer is set to the current time, and
the timer starts counting the elapsed time until they move out of transmission
range of each other. The number of encounters during this new contact as
given by equation (4.1) is added to the number of current encounters. The
average of the inter-contact time rate is calculated as given by equation (4.2).
 A node in the history table of a custodian node or in that of an encoun-
tered node can take part in a routing decision only if its inter-contact time
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value regarding the destination is better than those of custodian node or the
encountered node respectively.
 The Weighted Copy Rule
The source of a message initially starts with L copies; any node A that has NA > 1
message copy tokens (source or relay) and that encounters another node B with no
copies hands over to node B a number of copies according to its goodness for the
destination node D. Node A hands over NB of the message copy tokens to node B









where NA is the number of message tokens that node A has, 4T(B,D) is the
inter-contact time rate between node B and node D, and 4T(A,D) is the inter-
contact time between nodes A and D. This formula guarantees that the largest
number of message copies is spread to relay nodes that have better information
about destination node. After L messages have been copied to custodian nodes,
each of the L nodes carrying a copy of the message performs according to the
forwarding rule as descried later in the following subsection (4.3.3).
The Updating Rules
Two types of updating rules are identied: The decay rule and the transitivity
update rule:
(1) The Decay Rule
When nodes do not encounter other nodes for a while, they are less likely to be
good candidates for forwarding messages to each other; thus, the frequency of the






where t is the current time, n is the number of times nodes A and B encountered
each other since the start time at t = 0. This rule is applied before any message
forwarding.
(2) The Transitivity Updating Rule
The updating rule also has a transitivity property based on the observation that
if Node A frequently sees node B, and node B frequently sees node D, then node
A has a good ability to forward messages destined for node D through B. We
formulated the updating rule as follows:
4T(A,D)new = α4T(A,D) + (1− α)(4T(A,B) +4T(B,D)) (4.5)




, 4T(A,D) > 4T(A,B) +4T(B,D) (4.6)
α has a signicant impact on the routing decision rule. From theoretical per-
spective, when a node is encountered that has more information for a destination,
this transitivity eect should successfully capture the amount of uncertainty to be
resolved regarding the position of the destination. Thus, a transitivity property
is needed to update values only when 4T(A,D) > 4T(B,D) in order to ensure that
node A reaches D through B. Otherwise, if 4T(A,D) < 4T(B,D), the transitivity
property is not useful since node A is a better candidate for forwarding messages
directly to node D rather than forwarding them through B. This rule is applied
after nodes nish exchange messages.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the transition rule
The Transition Rule
The following example illustrates the concept: Suppose two nodes A and B en-
counter each other at time t, and node A has a message destined for node D.
As mentioned, each node maintains a history of encountered nodes; i.e., for nodes
A and B, in addition to their inter-contact time tables, they maintain tables of
the history of the inter-contact time tables for other nodes that frequently being
encountered in a specic time window. The table is as shown in Figure 4.2.
The terms required for calculation are dened as follow:

















 4T(A,B) = the inter-contact time between nodes A and B.
 4T(A,D) = the inter-contact time between nodes A and D.
 4T(B,D) = the inter-contact between nodes B and D.
Four cases can be identied:
Case1: If R1 > R2, 4T(A,D) > 4T(B,D) node A hands over the message to node
B.
Case2: If R1 > R2, 4T(A,D) < 4T(B,D) the roulette wheel selection is applied
on the probability after the tables for A and B are updated. The probability of
handing over the message to node B,
Pb = R1/(R1 +R2) (4.9)
The probability of keeping message with A = 1− Pb.
Case3: If R1 < R2, 4T(A,D) > 4T(B,D) the same as in case 2.
Case 4: If R1 < R2,4T(A,D) < 4T(B,D) node A keeps the message, since so far it
is the best candidate to deliver the message to node D. Applying this mechanism is
very useful, especially when the amount of uncertainty regarding to the destination
for node A is very high.
4.3.3 The Forwarding Rule
 At the beginning, all nodes' tables are not useful, i.e., above a predened
threshold value Th1. Thus, a relay node can use the randomized routing to
for message handover.
 If the destination node is one hop away from an encountered node, the cus-
todian node hands over the message to the encountered node.
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 If the inter-contact rate value of the encountered node relative to that of the
destination node is less than Th1 and less than that of the custodian node
by a threshold value Th2, a custodian node hands over the message to the
encountered node. Otherwise, it applies its transition rule to hand over the
message. The owchart of the mechanism of the algorithm is shown in Figure
4.3.
4.4 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol, extensive simulations were
performed for variety of scenarios. In order to conduct the evaluation, a DTN
simulator, a discrete-event simulator for delay tolerant networks was created. It
is based on the simulator used in [52, 51]. SARP was compared with previously
reported approaches under dierent variations of buer capacities, trac loads,
and connectivity levels, using a realistic mobility scenario. The comparisons are in
terms of the average delivery delay, the total transmissions, and delivery ratio.
4.4.1 Community-Based Mobility Scenario
This study uses Community-Based Mobility Model [52, 50] which is known to well
resemble real node movements. In this model, the simulation area is divided into
small communities, and each node has its own community. Each node may have
a preferred community that it visits frequently. It may move preferentially for the
majority of time, leaving its community and roaming into other communities for
some time, then returning to its home community. Each node may also have dier-
ent mobility characteristics in addition to dierent communities. Some nodes may
spend most of their time inside their community, while others may be more mobile
and roam from one community to another. The community-based model allows
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Figure 4.3: The owchart of the SARP
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a large range of node heterogeneity to be captured. The network in this mobility
model consists of a number of nodes moving independently on a 2-dimensional torus
in a geographical region. Each node transmits up to distance K ≥ 0 meters away,
and each message transmission takes one time unit. Euclidean distance is used to
measure the proximity between two nodes (or their positions) A and B. A slotted
collision avoidance MAC protocol with Clear-to-Send (CTS) and Request-to-Send
(RTS), has been implemented in order to arbitrate between nodes contending for
the shared channel. The network model used for the proposed protocol varies from
being extremely sparse to almost connected networks for a suite of dierent applica-
tion scenarios. The performance of the SARP were compared to those of the other
protocols with heterogeneous node mobility and mobility showing a strong location
preference. In this more realistic mobility scenario, some relays are mobile enough
to carry data throughout the network. In this case, not all relays are equally helpful
for the delivery process. The proposed protocol can often recognize these nodes,
because the nodes that move more often also encounter dierent destinations more
often, and also take advantage of the high locality of many of the nodes.
The nodes are classied into four groups: (1) 40% of the nodes move locally
most of the time (pl [0.8, 0.9]) but may occasionally roam into other preferred
communities (pr [0.05, 0.15]); (2) 30% of the nodes move only locally inside their
own community(pl = 1, pr = 0); (3) 20% of the nodes quite often roam outside
their community (pl = [0.2, 0.3] and pr = [0.5, 0.7]); (4) 10% of the nodes are static
and uniformly distributed in the network. The proposed technique is compared to
the following protocols.
 Epidemic routing (epidemic) [29]
 Optimal (binary) Spray and Wait (SW) [28]
 Spray and Focus (SF) [52]
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 Most Mobile First strategy [54]
 Self-Adaptive Routing Protocol (SARP) [63]
For all the protocols, an attempt has been made to tune the parameters in each sce-
nario separately, in order to achieve good transmission-delay. The utility's threshold
parameter for Spray and Focus, and SARP is set to 130 and 30, respectively.
4.4.2 Evaluation Scenarios
In the simulation, 110 nodes move according to the community-based mobility
model [52] in a 500 x 500 2-dimensional torus in a given geographical region. The
message inter-arrival time is uniformly distributed in such a way that the trac
can be varied from low (10 messages per node in 30,000 time units) to high (70
messages per node in 30,000 time units). The message time to live (TTL) is set
to 9,000 time units. Each source node selects a random destination node, begins
generating messages to it during simulation time.
The performance of the protocols is evaluated with respect to the impact of
the number of message copies. Second, with respect to the low transmission range
and varying buer capacity under high trac load. Third, with respect to the
moderate-level of connectivity and varying trac load. Fourth, the performance of
the protocols is examined in terms of the bandwidth. Finally, the performance of
the protocols is examined in terms of the level of connectivity changes.
Impact due to Number of Message Copies
We rstly look into impact of the number of message copies toward the performance
of each protocol. The transmission range K of each node is set to 30 meters,
leading to a relatively sparse network. In order to reduce the eect of contention
on any shared channel, the trac load and buer capacity is set to medium (i.e., 40
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generated messages per node in 30,000 time units) and high (i.e. 1000 messages),
respectively. The number of message copies is then increased from 1 to 20 in order
to examine their impact on the eectiveness of each protocol. The proposed SARP
is compared with the S&F, S&W, and MMF schemes, since each scheme has a
predened L to achieve the best data delivery. Note that the value of L depends
on the application requirements, the mobility model considered, and the design of
the protocol.
Figure 4.4 shows the results on message delivery delay, delivery ratio, and num-
ber of transmissions under dierent numbers of copies of each generated message.
As can be seen, the L value has a signicant impact on the performance of each
scheme. It is observed that best performance can be achieved under each scheme
with a specic value L. These L values can serve as a useful rule of thumb for
producing good performance.
Eect of Buer Size
The performance of SARP is examined under the situation the network is sparse
(under low transmission range i.e., K = 30), with high trac load (60 messages gen-
erated per node), and varying buer space capacity. If a node encounters another
node and has limited remaining buer space, a portion of the messages that should
be forwarded can not be delivered even though the encountered node metric is bet-
ter than the custodian node. This situation results in extra queuing delay, especially
in the case of ooding schemes. The performance of the SARP was examined with
respect to dierent buer space values. Figure 4.5 compares, with dierent buer
space capacities, the delivery delay, number of transmissions performed, and the
delivery ratio produced by the considered protocols. The buer space was varied
from 5 (limited capacity) to 200 (relatively high capacity) messages to reect the



























































































Figure 4.4: Impact of the number of message copies.
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the buer size is small (less than 100 message in our case) the performance of the
protocols is highly aected by the capacity of the buer, especially the Epidemic
routing.
Epidemic routing produces the worst delivery delay in all scenarios, since it is
aected by both the limited buer size and the mobility model; SARP produces the
lowest delivery delay and highest delivery ratio. SARP yielded a shorter delivery
delay than S&W by 67%, and a higher delivery ratio than S&W by 80%. SARP
produced delay shorter than S&F by 32%, and higher delivery ratio than S&F
by 22%. Although SARP produced more transmissions than MMF, it yielded a
smaller delivery delay than that of MMF by 51%. As the buer size increased, the
performance of all protocols was improved especially for MMF. When the buer
size is larger than the trac demand, the MMF scheme has yielded a competitive
performance due to the relaxation of buer capacity limitation. SARP still yielded
the best performance with a smaller number of transmissions than S&F by 17%.
Eect of Trac Load
This scenario is similar to the previous scenario but with variation in the trac
load. Each node attempts to randomly select a destination node, begins generating
messages and continues to increase the rate which results in average trac loads,
i.e., the total number of messages generated throughout the simulation. The main
goal of this scenario is to increase contentions on wireless channel and observe how
the contentions aect the performance of the protocols. The protocols have been
examined under low bandwidth value (i.e., two messages per unit of time), which
makes it insucient to enable some contacts to forward all intended messages. The
protocols have been examined for two-buer sizes: 1) unlimited capacity; and 2)
low capacity (15 messages). Figure 4.6 shows the performance of all the routing




































































































Figure 4.5: The eect of buer size
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of transmissions. In this scenario the buer size eect is relaxed, and transmission
range is set to 80 meters (highly connected network).
Epidemic routing produces the longest delivery delay and requires higher num-
ber of transmissions compared to all other schemes. It produces delivery delay
at-least four times longer than the SARP does and require number of transmissions
at least an order of magnitude higher than the SARP scheme. Thus its not included
in the gures. From the results shown in Figure 4.6, we observe that as the trac
load increases, the available bandwidth decreases, as a result the performance of the
protocols decreases. Epidemic routing has the lowest performance. When the traf-
c load is moderate (less that 50 messages), it is clear that the MMF outperforms
all existing multiple-copy routing protocols. This is because in MMF, the eect of
buer size is relaxed making all the nodes that are marked as roaming nodes buer
unlimited number of messages while roaming between communities. The SARP
scheme shows the second best delivery delay. SARP can produce delay up to 0.97
of that of MMF, faster than that of S&F and S&W by 86% and 280%, respectively.
SARP and MMF produce the best delivery ratio compared to all existing schemes.
SARP and MMF can achieve delivery ratio above 96% and 97% respectively, while
the epidemic routing degrades below 50% for high trac loads. S&F protocols can
achieve delivery ratio above 92%.
As the trac load exceeds 50 messages per node, the contention on wireless
channel become higher. The performance of all schemes is decreased since the busy
links cause long delays. The delivery delay obtained by the SARP is faster 26%
than that of MMF.
As the buer capacity reduced to low capacity (e.g. 10 messages), and the
trac load increases; the available bandwidth decreases and the buer occupancy
increases. When the trac increases, it is clear that the proposed approach outper-
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Figure 4.7: The eect of trac load under limited buer capacity.
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fastest delivery delay and the best delivery ratio compared to all existing schemes.
It can be faster than MMF by 58%, S&W by 93%, and S&F by 31%. Although the
SARP scheme requires more transmissions compared to the MMF, the number is
still smaller than that produced by S&F. For high trac loads (70 generated mes-
sages per node), SARP can achieve delivery ratio above 73% , while the epidemic
routing degrades below 45%, S&F below 66%, MMF and S&W below 60%. When
the trac load is low (below 50 messages ), SARP outperforms all other schemes
in terms of delivery delay. It is faster than Epidemic by 310%, S&F by 96%, MMF
by 245%, and S&W by 280%. That's because the contention on wireless channel is
low, making SARP employing its routing policy more eciently. Figure 4.7 shows
the performance of all techniques under this scenario.
The Eect of Connectivity
This scenario studies the performance of the protocols at dierent connectivity
ranges. The level of connectivity ranges from very sparse to highly connected
networks by varying the value of K. This scenario examines the performance of the
SARP in the cases when the network is highly congested and the demand on the
wireless channel is very high. The buer capacity is kept low (15 messages), and
the trac load is considerably high (60 messages). Figure 4.8 shows the average
delay and the number of transmissions as a function of transmission range.
From the results shown in the gures, a number of interesting observations
can be made about these gures. First, although Epidemic routing performs too
many transmissions, it is still far from achieving competitive delays because of the
contention caused by increasing the demand on the wireless channel. Second, the
SARP scheme outperforms all protocols in terms of delivery delay with fewer trans-
missions than the S& F scheme, for either low levels or high levels of connectivity.
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Figure 4.8: The eect of connectivity.
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by the uncertainty of buer occupancy status. On the other hand, when the net-
work is moderate-connected, the SARP scheme can achieve the best performance
of delivery delay compared to all other schemes with more transmissions. As the
network becomes almost connected and the trac load is high, the uncertainty of
both buer occupancy status and the availability of bandwidth aect the perfor-
mance of all the techniques. the SARP still outperforms all other schemes in terms
of delivery delay and delivery ratio
4.5 Summary
This chapter has described the framework of the proposed encounter-based routing
protocol for DTNs: the SARP. The system model and the mobility model have
been described, and the proposed protocol introduced, along with its forwarding
and decision strategies. The proposed protocol has been implemented and tested by
means of simulations. To examine its eectiveness, the protocol has been compared
to four existing routing protocols. The results show that the proposed protocol
outperforms the other protocols for the considered mobility scenarios.
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Chapter 5
Contention Aware Self Adaptive
Routing Protocols for DTNs
5.1 Introduction
Although SARP has improved the previously reported designs in terms of the mes-
sage delivery delay delivery ratio, and the number of transmissions, it is still subject
to respective problems and implementation diculties. It suers from contention in
case of high trac loads, in which packet drops could result in a signicant degra-
dation of performance and scalability. None of previously reported spray routing
schemes have fully investigated how the protocol should take advantage of dynamic
network status to improve the performance, such as packet collisions, wireless link
conditions, and nodal buer occupancy. More importantly, the channel capacity
and buer occupancy states have never been jointly considered in the derivation of
utility functions. These two factors could be overlooked/ignored if the encounter
frequency is low, where the routing protocol performance is dominated by node
mobility, while the network resource availability does not plays an important role.
However, in the scenario that the nodal encounter frequency is large and each node
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has many choices for packet forwarding, the network resource availability could be-
come a critical factor for improving routing protocol performance, and should be
taken seriously in the derivation of utility functions.
With this in mind, we introduce two novel DTN routing protocols, called Self
Adaptive Utility-based Routing Protocol (SAURP), and Adaptive Reinforcement-
Based Routing Protocol (ARBRP) that overcome the shortcomings of the previ-
ously reported multi-copy schemes. Each of the schemes employs the dynamic
network status in a dierent way. SAURP employing the network dynamic in a
form of quality metric function in a form of enter-encounter time between nods,
while ARBRP employs it in form of contact time durations between nods.
5.2 Self Adaptive Utility-based Routing Protocol
(SAURP)
The main feature of SAURP is its ability in adaptation to the uctuation of net-
work status, trac patterns/characteristics, and user behaviors, so as to reduce
the number of transmissions, message delivery time, and increase delivery ratio.
This is achieved by jointly considering node mobility statistics, congestion, and
buer occupancy, which are subsequently fused in a novel quality-metric function.
In specic, the link availability and buer occupancy statistics are obtained by
sampling the channels and buer space during each contact with another node.
We use time-window based update strategy because it is simple in implementation
and rather robust against parameter uctuation. Note that the network conditions
could change very fast and make a completely event-driven model unstable. The
developed quality-metric function targets to facilitating decision making for each
active data message, resulting in optimized network performance. Figure 5.1 illus-
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Figure 5.1: The SAURP Architecture
The Contact Statistics (denoted as CS(i)) is obtained at each node regarding
the total nodal contacts durations, channel condition, and buer occupancy state.
These values are collected at the end of each time window and used as one of the two
inputs to the Utility-function Calculation and Update Module (UCUM). Another
input to the UCUM, as shown in Figure5.1, is the updated utility denoted as
4T (i)new, which is obtained by feeding4T (i) through the Transitivity Update Module
(TUM). UCUM is applied such that an adaptive and smooth transfer between
two consecutive time windows (from current time-window to next time-window) is
maintained. 4T (i+1) is the output of UCUM, and is calculated at the end of current
time window W (i). 4T (i+1) is thus used in time window W (i+1) for the completely
the same tasks as in window W (i).
Forwarding Strategy Module (FSM) is applied at the custodian node as a de-
cision making process when encountering any other node within the current time
window based on the utility value (i.e., 4T (i)).
It is important to note that CS, TUM, FSM, and message vector exchange
are event-driven and performed during each contact, while UCUM is performed at
the end of each time-window. The following subsections introduce each functional
module in detail.
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5.2.1 Contact Statistics (CS)
To compromise between the network state adaptability and computation complex-
ity, each node continuously updates the network status within a xed time window.
The maintained network states are referred to as Contact Statistics (CS), which
include nodal contact durations, channel conditions, and buer occupancy state,
and will be fed into UCUM at the end of each time window. The CS collection
process is described as follows.
Let two nodes A and B are in the transmission range of each other, and each
broadcasts a pilot signal per k time units in order to look for its neighbors within
its transmission range. Let T(A,B), Tfree, and Tbusy represent the total contact time,
the amount of time the channel is free and the buer is not full, and the amount of
time the channel is busy or the buer is full, respectively, at node A or B during
time window W (i). Thus, the total duration of time in which node A and B can
exchange information is calculated as:
Tfree = T(A,B) − Tbusy (5.1)
Note that the total contact time could be accumulated over multiple contacts be-
tween A and B during W (i).
5.2.2 Utility-function Calculation and Update Module
(UCUM)
UCUM is applied at the end of each time window and is used to calculate the
currently observed utility that will be further used in the next time window. The
two inputs to UCUM in time window W (i) are: (i) the predicted inter-contact
time (4T (i)), which is calculated according to the previous time-window utility
(i.e., 4T (i)), as well as an update process via the transitivity property update
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(introduced in subsection 3.3), and (ii) the observed inter-contact time obtained
from the current CS(i) (denoted as 4T (i)cs ).
Calculation of inter-contact Time (4T (i))
An eligible contact of two nodes occurs if the duration of the contact can support a
complete transfer of at least a single message between the two nodes. Thus, in the
event that node A encounters B for a total time duration Tfree during time window







where Tp is the least time duration required to transmit a single message.
Let 4T (i)cs(A,B) denotes the average inter-contact time duration of node A and B
in time W (i). Obviously, 4T (i)(A,B) = 4T
(i)








4T (i)cs(A,B) describes how often the two nodes encounter each other per unit
of time (or, the encounter frequency) during time W (i) considering the event the
channel is busy or the buer is full.
Thus, inter-contact time of a node pair intrinsically relies rather on the duration
and frequency of previous contacts of the two nodes than simply on the number
of previous contacts or contact duration. Including the total duration of all the
contacts (excluding the case when the channel is busy or the buer is full) as the
parameter is expected to better reect the likelihood that nodes will meet with each
other for eective message exchange. With this, the proposed routing protocol does
not presume any knowledge of future events, such as node velocity, node movement
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direction, instants of time with power on or o, etc; instead, each node keeps
network statistic histories with respect to the inter-contact frequency of each node
pair (or, how often the two nodes encounter each other and are able to perform an
eective message exchange).
Time-window Transfer Update
Another important function provided in UCUM is for the smooth transfer of the
parameters between consecutive time windows. As discussed earlier, the connec-
tivity between any two nodes is measured according to the amount of inter-contact
time during W (i), which is mainly based on the number of contacts (i.e., nc) and
the contact time (i.e., Tfree). These contacts and contact durations may change
dramatically from one time window to the other and address signicant impacts on
the protocol message forwarding decision. Hence, our scheme determines the next
time window parameter using two parts: one is the current time window observed
statistics (i.e., 4T (i)cs ), and the other is from the previous time window parameters
(i.e., 4T (i)), in order to achieve a smooth transfer of parameter evolution. The
following equation shows the derivation of 4T (i+1) in our scheme.
4T (i+1) = γ.4T (i)cs + (1− γ)4T (i) (5.4)
The parameter γ is given by
γ =
| 4T (i) −4T (i)cs |
max(4T (i),4T (i)cs )
, 4T (i), 4T (i)cs > 0 (5.5)





represents a worst case scenario, i.e., unstable node behavior, or low quality of
node mobility. Hence, the 4T (i+1) value should be low.
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4T (i+1) represents the routing metric (utility) value that is used as input to the
next time window. This value is maintained as a vector of inter-encounter time that
is specic to every other node, which is employed in the decision making process
for message forwarding.
5.2.3 Transitivity Update Module (TUM)
When two nodes are within transmission range of each other, they exchange utility
vectors regarding the message destination. With the update, the custodian node
decides whether or not the message should be forwarded to the encountered node.
This exchange of summary vectors is followed by another update, called transitiv-
ity update. Although the idea of using transitivity and time-window updates are
not new [43, 67], the proposed SAURP has gone through a much dierent way.
The transitivity property [43] based on the observation that if node A frequently
encounters node B and B frequently encounters node D, then A has good ability
to forward messages to D through B. We formulated the updating rule as follows:
4T (i)(A,D)new = α4T
(i)
















α has a signicant impact on the routing decision rule. From theoretical perspec-
tive, when a node is encountered that has more information for a destination, this
transitivity eect should successfully capture the amount of uncertainty to be re-
solved regarding the position of the destination. Thus, a transitivity property is
needed to update values only when 4T (i)(A,D) > 4T
(i)
(B,D) in order to ensure that node
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A reaches D through B. Otherwise, if4T (i)(A,D) < 4T
(i)
(B,D), the transitivity property
is not useful since node A is a better candidate for forwarding messages directly to
node D rather than forwarding them through B. This rule is applied after nodes
nish exchange messages.
5.2.4 The Forwarding Strategy Module (FSM)
The decision of message forwarding in SAURP is mainly based on the goodness
(utility function value) of the encountered node regarding the destination, and the
number of message copy tokens. If the message tokens are greater than 1, weighted
copy rule is applied, the forwarding rule is applied otherwise.
The Weighted Copy Rule
The source of a message initially starts with L copies; any node A that has NA > 1
message copy tokens (source or relay) and that encounters another node B with no
copies and 4T (i)(B,D) < 4T
(i)
(A,D), node A hands over to node B a number of copies
according to its goodness for the destination node D. Node A hands over some of












where NA is the number of message tokens that node A has, 4T (i)(B,D) is the inter-
contact time between node B and node D, and 4T (i)(A,D) is the inter-contact time
between nodes A and D. This formula guarantees that the largest number of mes-
sage copies is spread to relay nodes that have better information about destination
node. After L messages have been copied to custodian nodes, each of the L nodes
carrying a copy of the message performs according to the forwarding rule as descried
next.
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Algorithm 5.1 The forwarding strategy of SAURP
On contact between node A and B
Exchange summary vectors
for every message M at buer of custodian node A do
01: if destination node D in transmission range of B then
02: A forwards message copy to B
03: end if
04: else if 4T (i)(A,D)> 4T
(i)
(B,D) do
05: if the message tokens >1 then
06: apply weighted copy rule
07: end if
08: else if 4T (i)(A,D) > 4T
(i)
(B,D) + Tth then
09: A forwards message to B
10: end else if
11: end else if
end for
The Forwarding Rule
 If the destination node is one hop away from an encountered node, the cus-
todian node hands over the message to the encountered node.
 If the inter-contact time value of the encountered node relative to that of the
destination node is less than that of the custodian node by a threshold value,
4Tth, a custodian node hands over the message to the encountered node.
The complete mechanism of the forwarding strategy in SAURP is summarized as
shown in Algorithm 5.1.
5.2.5 Statistical Study
In this section a statistical analysis is conducted on the performance of the pro-
posed SUARP. Without loss of generality, Community-Based Mobility Model [52]
is employed in the analysis. The problem setup consists of an ad hoc network with
a number of nodes moving independently on a 2-dimensional torus in a geographi-
cal region, and each node belongs to a predetermined community. Each node can
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transmit up to a distance K ≥ 0 meters away, and each message transmission takes
one time unit. Euclidean distance is used to measure the proximity between two
nodes (or their positions) A and B. A slotted collision avoidance MAC protocol
with Clear-to-Send (CTS) and Request-to-Send (RTS), is implemented for con-
tention resolution. A message is acknowledged if it is received successfully at the
encountered node by sending back a small acknowledgment packet to the sender.
The performance measures in the analysis include the average delivery prob-
ability and the message delivery delay. The analysis is based on the following
assumptions.
 Nodes mobility is independent and heterogeneous, where nodes have frequent
appearance in some locations.
 Each node in the network maintains at least one forwarding path to every
other node. Figure 5.2 illustrates the paths that a message copy may take to
reach the destination.
 Each node belongs to a single community at a time (representing some hot
spots such as classrooms, oce buildings, coee shops), and the residing time
on a community is proportional to its physical size.
 The inter-contact time 4T(A,B) between nodes A and B follows an expo-
nential distribution with probability density function (PDF), P4T(A,B)(t) =
β(A,B).e
=β(A,B)t, where t is the time instance.
It has been shown that a number of popular mobility models have such exponen-
tial tails (e.g., Random Walk, Random Waypoint, Random Direction, Community-
based Mobility [50, 5]). In practice, recent studies based on traces collected from
real-life mobility examples argued that the inter-contact time and the contact dura-






Figure 5.2: Paths of message copies to destination
Based on the mobility model of the nodes, the distribution of the inter-contact time
can be predicted and calculated using time widow updates shown in (5.4). Thus,





In order to calculate the expected message delivery ratio, any path of message m
between S and D is a k − hop simple path, denoted as l, which is represented
by a set of nodes and links denoted as {S, h1 h2 ....hk−1, D}, and {e1, e2, ..., ek},
respectively. The cost on each edge, denoted as {β1, β2, .., βk}, is the inter-contact
rate (or frequency) of each adjacent node pair along the path. According to the
forwarding policy of SAURP, the values of inter-contact rate should satisfy {β1 <
β2 < .. < βk}. The path cost, PRl(t), is the probability that a message m is
successfully forwarded from S to D along path l within time t, which represents
a cumulative distribution function (CDF). The probability density function of a
path l with k − hop for one message copy can be calculated as convolution of k
probability distributions [73] which is calculated as:
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Prl(t) = p1(t)⊗ p2(t)⊗ ...pk(t) (5.9)
Let the probability density function (PDF) for the message delivery along a one-
hop path i be denoted as pi(t) = βie
=βit. Thus, the PDF for a k − hop simple path
















The proof is provided in Appendix.
The probability of message delivery on forwarding path l between any source S,
and destination D, within expiration time T is expressed as :

















i .(1− e−βiT ) (5.12)
If there are L − 1 copies (excluding the message at the source) of message m
traversing through L − 1 independent paths in the network, the maximum proba-
bility of message delivery can be written as
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PRmax(Td < T ) = max{PRSD,PR1, PR2, ..PRL−1} (5.13)
where PRSD and PRl are a random variables represent the delivery probability
in case of direct message delivery between S and D, and through one of L − 1
paths, respectively. The expected delivery probability of message m with L − 1
copies traversing on L− 1 paths is calculated as:
PR(Td < T ) = 1− PRSD (TSD > T )
L−1∏
l=1
(1− PRl(Tdl < T )) (5.14)













By assuming X totally generated messages in the network, the average of the








The expected total time required to deliver a message from S to D along an indi-


















Let messagem have L−1 copies (excluding the message at the source) traversing
on L− 1 independent paths. The minimum delivery delay can be written as:
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DSD = min{TSD,Td1, Td2, ..TdL−1} (5.17)
where TSD and Tdl are a random variables representing the delivery delay
through direct path between S and D and through one of L − 1 paths, respec-














































, TSD <∞ (5.18)
The above relation gives an upper bound of the delivery delay since it is condi-
tioned to TSD, TSD <∞ and can be taken as point of reference.

















PR(Td < T )
(5.19)
TSD is included in (5.19) only if TSD <∞.
By assuming X totally generated messages in the network, the average delivery







5.2.6 Validation of the Analytical Model
In this section we rst validate our analytical model regarding the delivery ratio and
delivery delay. Then, the performance of SAURP is further examined via extensive
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simulations on a number of dierent scenarios.
Validation of Analytical Model
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the mathematical expressions in this analysis,
SAURP is examined under two network status scenarios. In the rst scenario, the
network is operating under no congestion, i.e., all the nodes have innite buer
space, and the bandwidth is much larger than the amount of data to be exchanged
between any two encountered nodes. In the second scenario, the network is oper-
ating under limited resources, i.e., the forwarding opportunities can be lost due to
high trac, limited bandwidth, limited buer space, or contention (more than one
nodes with in range are trying to access the wireless channel at the same time). For
both scenarios, 50 nodes move according to community-based mobility model [50]
in a 300x300 network size. The transmission range is set to 30 to enable moderate
network connectivity with respect to the considered network size. The trac load
is varying from a low trac load (i.e., 20 messages generated per node in 40,000
time units) to high trac load (i.e., 80 messages generated per node in 40,000 time
units). A source node picks randomly chosen destination and generates messages
to it during the simulation time. In this analysis the message copies are set to 5
(i.e., forming a maximum of 5 paths).
Examining SAURP under the two scenarios is very important; in case of no
congestion, the best path that is taken by a message is mainly based on the inter-
contact time, while under congestion, the message will be buered for longer period
of time and enforced to take longer path to go around the congested area resulting
in more dropping rate and longer delivery delay.
To enable accurate analysis, the simulation program is run for a period of time
( warm up period of 10,000 time units) such that each node can build and maintain






































Figure 5.3: The theoretical and simulation results of delivery ratio.
paths are mainly based on the congestion degree (trac loads values) considered
in the analysis. The forwarding path is cached by follow the trajectories of the
generated messages during the warm up stage between every source destination
pair in the network. These messages are forwarded from node to node according to
SAURP routing mechanism.
In this analysis, we simplied the calculation by limiting our study to only the
best two of forwarding paths among all other paths and compare the simulation
and theoretical results of delivery ratio and delivery delay. In most cases, a mes-
sage takes the best forwarding path that based on the inter-contacts history if the
network is not congested and the buers operate under their capacity limit.
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, compare theoretical and simulation results of the
delivery ratio and delivery delay of the considered scenarios.
As seen from Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, when the network resources are enough
to handle all the trac loads (Scenario 1), there is no dramatic change in the
obtained delivery ratio and delivery delay for all trac loads. That is because









































Figure 5.4: The theoretical and simulation results of delivery delay.
simulation and analytical plots for SAURP present close match and validates the
generality of the analytical expressions. Additionally, it is evident that (5.15) and
(5.19) are tight for all degrees of trac loads. When the network resources are
limited (i.e, scenario 2), the contention and the overhead of MAC layer increase,
resulting in longer forwarding paths, higher drop rate, and longer delivery delay.
The simulation and analytical plots are still providing close match with small di-
verge in case of high trac loads.
Although the contention does aect the accuracy of our theoretical expressions,
the error introduced for SAURP is not large (20%), even for large trac loads.
Therefore, we believe the analytical expression is useful in assessing the performance
in more realistic scenarios with contention. As an evident by these plots, the
actual delay obtained by SAURP becomes increasingly worse than what the theory
predicts. This demonstrates the need to add an appropriate contention model when
it comes to modeling ooding-based schemes. A rst eort to that direction can be
found in [74].
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5.3 Adaptive Reinforcement-Based Routing for
DTNs
This section introduces a novel encounter-based routing protocol [80] by using Col-
laborative Reinforcement Learning (CRL)[75, 78] as a self-organizing technique,
called Adaptive Reinforcement-Based Routing Protocol (ARBRP). The main fea-
ture of the proposed protocol is the strong capability in adaptation to the uctua-
tion of network status and user behaviors so as reduce the number of transmissions,
message delivery time, and increasing delivery ratio. The proposed ARBRP jointly
consider node mobility statistics, congestion, and buer occupancy, which are taken
as a feedback in the quality-metric function. In specic, the feedback is in a form
of statistical model of estimated contacts reliability based on sampling the avail-
ability of channel and buer space during a contact between nodes. The developed
quality-metric targets to facilitating decision making for each active data message,
resulting in optimized network throughput.
5.3.1 CLR Model for DTN Routing
In this work, the design of DTN routing protocols is formulated as a reinforcement
learning problem, in which the states, actions, transition and reinforcements of the
proposed system will be explicitly identied. A learning strategy under the network
constraints is then constructed and exercised in the routing protocol.
Background of the Model
In the terminology of CRL, a DTN is modeled as a time-varying environment in
which the state at each node is determined by (1) the relative position of nodes,
(2) the destination of carried messages, (3) the connectivity information on links
between nodes, and (4) the buer occupancy status. With the considered scenario
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of the study, the DTN routing protocol design encounters number of challenges,
including the lack of global knowledge at any particular node in the DTN, and the
requirement for the system-wide autonomic properties of the routing protocol to
emerge from local routing decisions at routing nodes.
To trade-o between the system state observability and computation complexity,
each node maintains the network status within a xed time-window, in which the
observations on terms of nodal mobility, links activities, and buer occupancy (or
referred to as contact statistics) are collected. The contact statistics are further
fed as input to the utility function V (s) (also called a cost function or quality-
metric in context of DTN), which is specic to every node pairs A and B, and
are maintained in a table, called contact table. A node A exchanges its contact
statistics with a node B when they move into each other's transmission range, and
the newly obtained contact statistics will be used to exchange their contact table.
Meanwhile, the utility function VA(s) and VB(s) of a causally connected external
state, s, is updated accordingly. These update actions are so-called reinforcements,
which continue equipping each node with intelligence and knowledge in decision on
message forwarding.
Whether a message should be forwarded from node A to an encountered node
B will be determined by the value of utility function VB(s) maintained at a node
B, the history of the quality of wireless link between A and B, and the history of
buer status of node B. A transmission could be failed during a contact due to bad
channel condition and contention with other surrounding users, which can consume
the time on-the-y and leaves the messages to remain buered at the node until
a new contact happens. This channel busy-time can cause extra delay in message
delivery or increase message loss.
Let the action of handing over a message from node A to B be denoted as
AhB . If the message hand-over is successful, the transition A −→B occurs, and (or
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Figure 5.5: The reinforcement model of DTN routing.
A−→A) otherwise, in which the message remains in state A . Note that a time-
to-live (TTL) is dened for each message, and a message is dropped if its TTL is
expired.
Model Reinforcements
The cost function should reect the cost of a given state transition, which depends
on the state of the system and the action performed. In the CRL model of DTNs,
the choice of forwarding action is mainly based on the routing policy and the utility
function used for building information about network behavior.
The reinforcement function (i.e, the utility function) evaluates a given state
transition and the corresponding action. The action in the proposed CRL model of
DTNs is whether a specic message should be forwarded to the encountered node.
Figure 5.5. shows the reinforcements considered for DTN routing. As a number of
notations are introduced as follows. Let Tfree denote the amount of time a channel
is available during a time window interval, W (i), and Tbusy denotes the amount of
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time that the channel is busy or the buer of the encountered node is full during
a time window interval, W (i). In other words, Tfree denote the reinforcement of a
successful exchange, whereas Tbusy represents the reinforcement of a failed message
exchange attempt. Let Ttotal= (Tbusy + Tfree) denote the total contact time between
any node pairs during W (i). Each node in the network keeps track of the history of
these values on every other node in the network, and are calculated at the end of
each time window W (i).
5.4 Adaptive Reinforcement Based Routing Proto-
col (ARBRP)
Based on the reinforcement model, the proposed ARBRP for DTNs is introduced in
this section. The components of the functional modules of the ARBRP architecture
is similar to that introduced for SAURP in Figure 5.1. The dierence is in the way
of constructing each model which is introduced in this section.
5.4.1 Protocol Background
In order to introduce the proposed protocol as CRL technique, a number of items;
namely, states, delegation actions, transitions, connection cost, and cost function,
are introduced as follows.
States denition: Each node A has a set of states SA{Mw, Fs, Rs}, where
Mw represents a message that is waiting in the buer for forwarding, Fs represents
the event that a messages has been successfully forwarded to an encountered node,
and Rs represents the event that the message successfully has been received at node
A. Also, A has internal and external states: Ext(A) = Mw and Int(A) = Rs, Fs.
For Fs ∈ Int(SA), there is causally connected state Mw ∈Ext(SB), where node
B∈ rA, rA is the set of nodes in the transmission range of node A or nodes that are
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frequently encountered by node A in a certain time window.
Delegation actions at each node: The set of actions available at node A is
AC = AhA∪{Receive} ∪ {exchange of summary vectors}, where AhA represents
the set of delegation actions, AhA ={HA(r0), ....HA(rN−1), N is the set of nodes
in the transmission range of node A. The action HA(B) represents an attempt to
hand over a message from node A to node B. The action {Recieve} represents
an attempt to deliver a message to current custodian node A. The {exchange of
summary vectors} action is used for message vector exchange when two nodes
become in transmission range of each other.
The state transition between nodes: The state transitions model for the
MDP are as follows:
 The probability of successful message exchange between nodes A and B is
PsAB = pA(Fs |Mw, aB).
 The probability of failed message exchange is PA(Mw |Mw, aB) = 1− PsAB.
 The probability of delivering message to destination if the current node is the
destination is PA(Rs |Mw, deliver) = 1
 The probability for all other states is P (s′ | s, a) = 0.
5.4.2 Contact Statistics (CS)
The connection cost is aected by Tfree and Tbusy. Tfree ∈ V (s) represents the cost
in case of successful message hand over(Mw −→ Fs) under delegation action , and
Tbusy ∈ V (s) is the cost in case of failed delegation action (Mw −→Mw), which can
be formulated as follows.
 CA(Mw | Fs, a) = Tfree ( time in which channel is free), where a∈ AhA .
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 CA(Mw | Mw, a) = Tbusy, where a ∈ AhA . It includes the cases when the
buer of the encountered node is full or the channel is busy.
 CA(s′ |s, a) = 0, where a /∈ AhA
5.4.3 Utility-function Calculation and Update Module
(UCUM)
Calculation of Cost (Utility) Function (VA(s)(i))
Given the estimated models P (s′ | s, a), C(s′ | s, a), and (VB(s′)) the optimal value
function can be calculated by solving the set of modied Bellman equations [79] for
distributed model-based reinforcement learning as follows:





′ | s, aA)
(
CA(s
′ | s, aA) + (VB(s′))
)
(5.22)
Note that the calculation of Q-value is quite simple since each action has only two
possible outcomes. For the event of handing over the message to encountered node
B, given the message at buer of custodian node A (state Mw), the Q-value at the
node A is:










= PsAB [Tfree + VB(Fs)]− PfAB [VA(Mw) + Tbusy] (5.23)
where the minus sign represents the network backward feedback from link to the
node, Tfree represents the duration of time in which the channel is free at node
A during time-window period W (i), Tbusy is the duration of time in which the





that the link between node A and node B is available during time-windowW (i).
PfAB = 1−PsAB is the probability that the link is busy during time-window W (i).
The buer eect takes place when the buer of the encountered node is full. In
this case, the time in which the buer is full during a contact is added to the busy
time of the channel, i.e., the busy time composed of the channel busy time and
the time in which the buer of the encountered node is full. The busy-time must
be represented as backward feedback in the cost function Q. Note that the Q
value is calculated at each custodian node regarding to the destination node, then
the custodian node will make the decision of forwarding according to the routing
forwarding policy. This routing strategy is mainly based on maxaQ(Mw, aB) values
which can be simplied as:
QA(Mw, aB) =
PsAB(Tfree + VB(Fs))− PfAB.Tbusy
1− PfAB




where VB(Fs) is quality-metric, (cost function) represents the average cost of contact
time between node B and the destination node D. Note that VA(Mw) is set to zero
since we need to consider only the advertised VB(Fs) from node B regarding the
destination node.
Time-window update
As discussed earlier, the connectivity between any two nodes is measured as the
amount of meeting time intervals during a time-window W (i), which is mainly
based on the time in which the wireless channel is busy or the buer is full, and
the time in which the channel is free and the buer is available. These contact
period components are time varying. They can change largely from time window
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to time window which have huge impact on the protocol forwarding policy. Hence,
a representative smooth transfer of V (s) values between consecutive time-windows
is needed. We propose adaptive parameter that reects the rate of change of con-
nectivity between nodes and can be used to make smooth transfer from a previous
time window to a current time window. We use Ttotal1 and Ttotal2 to refer to the
total contact time (Ttotal) durations obtained during time windowsW
(i−1) andW (i),
respectively. Three cases are identied: 1) the contact time duration in the previous
time-window is less than the current time-window; 2) the contact time duration in
the previous time-window is greater than current time-window; 3) no contact hap-
pened during one of the time-windows. The accumulated total contact time at the
end of current time window is based on both the total free contact time durations
in current time-window, Vcs(s)
(i), and the last accumulated total contact time ob-
tained in previous time-window, V (s)(i). To combine these changes of connectivity
values when transferring from previous time window to current time window, the
three cases are formulated as follows:
 if Ttotal1 > Ttotal2
V (s)(i+1) = (1− γ)V (s)(i) + γ.Vcs(s)(i) (5.25)
 if Ttotal1 < Ttotal2
V (s)(i+1) = γ.V (s)(i) + (1− γ)Vcs(s)(i) (5.26)
The parameter γ is given by
γ =
| Ttotal1 − Ttotal2 |
max(Ttotal1, Ttotal2)
, Ttotal1, Ttotal2 > 0 (5.27)
 if Ttotal1 = 0, or Ttotal2 = 0, then V (s)(i+1) =
V (s)i−1+Vcs(s)i
4
. This case repre-
sents worst case scenario, i.e. unstable node behavior, or low quality of node
mobility. Hence, the V (s)i+1 value should be low. V (s)(i+1) represents the
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routing metric value that is used as input to the next time window. This
value is maintained as a vector of contact time that is specic to every other
node, and the vector is called routing metric table. The routing metric table
can be employed in the decision making process for message forwarding.
5.4.4 Transitivity Update Module (TUM)
When two nodes are within their transmission range, they exchange V vectors
regarding the message destination. With the update, the custodian node decides
whether or not the message should be forwarded to the encountered node. This
exchange of summary vectors is followed by transitivity update which has the similar
idea of that introduced in section (5.2.3). Thus, the congestion history of buer and
link availability of node B plays a key role in using transitivity property. In order
to maximize the average contact time, V (s), between node A and D and make any
message destined to nodeD goes through node B, a proper update using transitivity
property should be made. To deal with this maximization problem (maximizing
V (s)) using transitivity update, we formulate the information presentation rst as
inter-contact time [63], then the corresponding average contact time is obtained.
Using inter-contact time in the transitivity update is simpler and can adaptively
update values only when V(A,D) < V(B,D) in order to ensure that node A reaches
D through B. Otherwise, if V(A,D) > V(B,D), the transitivity property is not useful
since node A is a better candidate for forwarding messages directly to node D
rather than forwarding them through B. The inter-contact time between nodes A





, where W (i) represents duration of sliding
window, V
(i)
(A,D) is the average contact time duration (VA(s)) between A and D
during W (i). 4T (i)(A,B), and 4T
(i)
(B,D), are obtained using the similar way. The new
updated inter-encounter time is calculated as follows:
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4T (new)(A,D) = α4T
(i)
























V (new) represents the new values of V (s) that is obtained form the transitiv-
ity update. The introduced transitivity-update rule has great impact on protocol
performance.
5.4.5 The Forwarding Strategy Module (FSM)
The Weighted Copy Rule
The forwarding of message copies is based on the goodness of the encountered
node regarding the destination [63]. The source of a message initially starts with
L copies; any node A that has NA >1 message copy tokens (source or relay) and
that encounters another node B with no copies, hands over to node B a number of
message copy tokens according to its goodness for the destination node D. Node A
hands over some of the message copy tokens to node B and keeps the rest for itself







where NA is the number of message tokens that node A has, V(B,D) and V(A,D)
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are the average of contact time between node B and node D, and node A and D,
respectively. Node A hands over message tokens to node B only if the value of
V (s) at node B regarding to the destination is better than that of node A. This
formula guarantees that the largest number of message copies is spread to relay
nodes that have better information about destination node. After L messages have
been copied to custodian nodes, each of the L nodes carrying a copy of the message
performs according to the forwarding rule as descried in the following section.
The Forwarding Rule in ARBRP
 If the destination node is one hop away from an encountered node, the cus-
todian node hands over the message to the encountered node.
 If more than one node exist in the transmission range of custodian node A,
a node with the highest value of Q will be chosen among all other nodes,
according to the relation VA(s) = maxa[QA(s, a)].
 If the value of V (s) of the encountered node regarding to the destination
node is greater than that of the custodian node by threshold value, Th1, a
custodian node hands over the message to the encountered node.
5.5 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the SAURP and ARBRP, a DTN simulator similar to that in [51] is
implemented. The simulations are based on two mobility scenarios; a synthetic
one based on community based mobility model (CBMM) [50], and a real-world
encounter traces collected as part of the Infocom 2006 experiment, described in
[104].
The performance of SAURP and ARBRP is examined under dierent network
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Algorithm 5.2 The forwarding strategy of ARBRP
On contact between node A and B
Exchange summary vectors
for every message M at buer of custodian node A do
01: if destination node D in transmission range of B then
02: A forwards message copy to B
03: end if





05: if message tokens >1 then
06: apply weighted copy rule
07: end if




(A,D) + Tth then
09: A forwards message to B
10: end else if
11: end else if
end for
node connectivity and is compared to SARP and some previously reported schemes
listed below.
 Spray and Focus (S&F) [52]
 Epidemic routing [29]
 Delegation forwarding (DF) [62]
 Self- Adaptive routing protocol (SARP) [63]
 Self-Adaptive utility-based routing protocol (SAURP) [85]
 Adaptive reinforcement based routing protocol (ARBRP) [64]
For all the protocols, an attempt has been made to tune the parameters in each




In the simulation, 110 nodes move according to the community-based mobility
model [50] in a 600 x 600 2-dimensional torus in a given geographical region. The
message inter-arrival time is uniformly distributed in such a way that the trac
can be varied from low (10 messages per node in 40,000 time units) to high (70
messages per node in 40,000 time units). The message time to live (TTL) is set
to 9,000 time units. Each source node selects a random destination node, begins
generating messages to it during simulation time.
The nodes are classied into four groups: (1) 25% of the nodes move locally
most of the time (pl [0.8, 0.9]) but may occasionally roam into other preferred
communities (pr [0.05, 0.15]); (2) 25% of the nodes move only locally inside their
own community(pl = 1, pr = 0); (3) 35% of the nodes quite often roam outside
their community (pl = [0.2, 0.3] and pr = [0.5, 0.7]); (4) 15% of the nodes are static
and uniformly distributed in the network. Note that this scenario is dierent to
that employed in chapter 4.
The performance of the protocols is evaluated with respect to the low trans-
mission range and varying buer capacity under high trac load. Second, with
respect to the moderate-level of connectivity and varying trac load. Third, the
performance of the protocols is examined in terms of the bandwidth. Finally,
the performance of the protocols is examined in terms of the level of connectivity
changes.
The Eect of Buer Size
In this scenario the performance of SAURP and ARBRP regarding dierent buer
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Figure 5.6: The eect of buer size
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load (i.e., 70 messages generated per node). Due to the high trac volumes, we
expect to see a signicant impact upon the message forwarding decisions due to
the degradation of utility function values caused by buer overow. Note that
when the buer of the encountered node is full, some messages cannot be delivered
even though the encountered node metric is better than the custodian node. This
situation results in extra queuing delay, especially in the case that ooding-based
schemes are in place. Figure 5.6 shows the experiment results where the buer
space was varied from 5 (very limited capacity) to 200 (relatively high capacity)
messages to reect the performance of the protocols under the considered trac
load. As shown in Figure 5.6, when the buer size is small (50 messages or less)
the performance of the protocols is very sensitive to the change of buer capacity.
It is observed that Epidemic routing produced the worst delivery delay in all
scenarios, since it has been critically aected by both the limited buer size and mo-
bility model. On the other hand, since SAURP and ARBRP take the situation that
a node may have a full buer into consideration by degrading the corresponding
utility metric, they produced the best performance. In specic, both SAURP and
ARBRP yielded the shortest delivery delay with superior performance by SAURP.
For example, when the buer size is 50 messages, SAURP achieved shorter deliv-
ery delay than ARBRP by 19%, SARP by 32%, DF by 230%, and S&F by 73%.
Although SUARP and ARBRP produced more transmissions than DF, they still
less than that produced by S&F, and SARP.
Regarding the delivery ratio, ARBRP and SAURP can achieve the best perfor-
mance compared to all other schemes with superior performance by ARBRP, while
the epidemic routing degrades below 50% for high trac loads. ARBRP can achieve
delivery ratio above 83%, SAURP 80%, SARP 76, S&F 73, and DF 63%. As the
buer size increased, the performance of all protocols was improved especially for
SARP. When the buer size is larger than the trac demand, the SARP scheme
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yielded the best delivery delay among all other schemes due to the relaxation of
buer capacity limitation. SAURP and ARBRP still yielded competitive delay and
best delivery ratio with a smaller number of transmissions than S&F.
The Eect of Trac Load
The main goal of this scenario is to observe the performance impact and how
SAURP and ARBRP react under dierent degrees of wireless channel contention.
The network connectivity is kept high (i.e., the transmission range is set to as
high as 70 meters) under dierent trac loads, while channel bandwidth is set
relatively quite small (i.e., one message transfer per unit of time) in order to create
an environment with non-trivial congestion. We have two scenarios for nodal buer
capacity: 1) unlimited capacity; and 2) low capacity (10 messages). Figure 5.7
shows the performance of all the routing algorithms in terms of the average delivery
delay, delivery ratio, and total number of transmissions.
It is observed that Epidemic routing produced the largest delivery delay and
requires a higher number of transmissions compared to all the other schemes, thus
it is not included in the gure. Note that the Epidemic routing is subject to at
least 3 times of longer delivery delay than that by S&F and an order of magnitude
more transmissions than that by SUARP.
As shown in Figure 5.7, when the trac load is increased, the available band-
width is decreased accordingly, which causes performance reduction. When the
trac load is moderate (i.e., less that 50 messages per node), it is clear that the
delivery delay is short in all the schemes. SAURP outperforms all other protocols
and ARBRP is the second best. SAURP can produce delay shorter than that of
ARBRP, SARP, DF, and S&F by 26%, 55%, 323%, and 250%, respectively. Re-
garding the delivery ratio, SAURP, ARBRP, SARP, and S&F can achieve excellent
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Figure 5.7: The eect of trac load under high buer capacity
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loads. DF can achieve delivery ratio above 91%.
As expected, the performance of all the schemes degrades as the wireless channel
contention is getting higher, especially when the trac load exceeds 50 messages
per node. We observed that SAURP and ARBRP can achieve signicantly better
performance compared to all the other schemes, due to the consideration of busy
links in their message forwarding mechanism, where the corresponding routing-
metric is reduced accordingly. This results in the ability of rerouting the contended
messages through the areas of low congestion. In summary, the delivery delay
obtained by the SAURP in this scenario is shorter than that of the ARBRP by
16%, SARP by 53%, S&F by 210%, and DF by 257%, respectively. Regarding
delivery ratio, ARBRP can achieve as high as 91%, compared to 88% by SAURP
(the second best), 82% by S&F, and 76% by DF. Even though DF produced the
lowest number of transmissions, it is at the expense of the worst delivery delay and
delivery ratio.
As the buer capacity is low (e.g., 15 messages) and the trac load is high,
the available bandwidth decreases and the buer occupancy increases accordingly,
which makes the performance of all protocols degraded. It is notable that SAURP
and ARBRP outperform all the their counterparts in terms of delivery delay and
delivery ratio under all possible trac loads. When the trac load is high, SAURP
yielded shorter delivery delay than that of ARBRP by 17%, SARP by 63%, S&F by
90%, and DF by 260%. Although SAURP and ARBRP require more transmissions
compared to DF, the number is still smaller than that produced by S&F. For high
trac loads, ARBRP can achieve delivery ratio up to 90%, and SAURP up to 88%,
while the epidemic routing, SARP, DF, and S&F degrade to 38%, 70%, 53%, and
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Figure 5.8: The eect of trac load under low buer capacity
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The Eect of Channel Bandwidth and Trac Load
To examine the eect of channel bandwidth, the network connectivity is set to
moderate (under moderate transmission range by setting K = 50), and the link
capacity is set ve times higher than that used in the previous scenarios in order to
avoid bottlenecks in the trac loads. Figure 5.9 shows the performance of all the
routing protocols in terms of the average delivery delay, delivery ratio, and total
number of transmissions.
As the link bandwidth increased, it can be seen from Figure 5.9 that the epi-
demic routing achieves the best performance with respect to delivery delay, because
the buer capacity is unlimited and the contention on the bandwidth is relaxed.
SARP achieves the second best performance compared to the other schemes. It
outperforms SAURP and ARBRP schemes. One explanation is that SARP mech-
anism considers the uncertainty that may result when the utility function values
between encountered nodes are close to each other (i.e. the dierence between the
value of the utility function at the custodian node and the encountered node re-
garding the message destination is less than the threshold value required to perform
the forwarding decision). SAURP and ARBRP still have very competitive delivery
delay. SAURP has a shorter delay than ARBRP by 13 %, S&F by 56%, and DF
by 266%. It has longer delay than epidemic by 30%, and SARP by 16%. Mean-
while, SAURP and ARBRP needed less transmissions compared to that by S&F
and SARP. Even though DF produced the lowest number of transmissions, it has
the worst performance in terms of delivery delay and delivery ratio. All protocols
achieved a delivery ratio above 90%. SAURP and ARBRP maintain high delivery
ratio: above 96%.
The above results show that channel bandwidth has signicant impact on the
performance of the protocols. If the available bandwidth is much higher than the
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Figure 5.9: The eect of trac load under high link bandwidth
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at the expense of taking far more transmissions. On the other hand, if the channel
bandwidth is limited, SAURP, ARBRP, and the spraying schemes outperform the
ooding-based schemes because of the contention caused by limited bandwidth.
The Eect of Connectivity
This scenario studies the performance impact due to network topology connectivity.
In the scenario, the level of connectivity is increased from very sparse to highly
connected by varying the value of K while observing the resultant impact on the
performance. We are particularly interested to investigate the SAURP and ARBRP
mechanism in response to heavy trac loads which result in high contention on the
wireless channel. The buer capacity is kept low (15 messages), and the trac load
is considerably high (70 messages). Figure 5.10 shows the average delay, delivery
ratio, and the number of transmissions as a function of transmission range.
It is observed that although epidemic routing takes the most transmissions, it
is still far outperformed by other schemes in terms of delivery delay, thus it is not
included in the plots. SAURP and ARBRP outperform all the schemes in terms of
delivery delay while taking noticeably fewer transmissions than that by S&F and
SARP under low-level of connectivity. When the network is sparsely connected,
SAURP and ARBRP can achieve shorter delivery delay than all other schemes, that
is because the performance of other schemes is aected by the uncertainty of buer
occupancy status. On the other hand, when the network is moderate-connected,
SARP can achieve a competitive-level of delivery delay to SAURP and ARBRP
with more transmissions. As the network becomes almost connected and the trac
load is high, the uncertainty of both buer occupancy status and the availability
of bandwidth aect the performance of the other techniques. As a result, SAURP
and ARBRP outperform all other schemes in terms of delivery delay and delivery
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Figure 5.10: The eect of connectivity
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5.5.2 Real Trace Scenario
In order to evaluate SAURP and ARBRP in realistic environment, the performance
of the schemes is examined using real encounter traces. These data sets comprise of
contact traces between short-range Bluetooth enabled devices carried by individuals
in Infocom 2006 conference environment. More details about the devices and the
data sets, including synchronization issues can be found in [104]. In order to observe
the performance impact and how SAURP reacts under congested environment, we
set the bandwidth, buer capacity, and the distribution of the contact time such
that congested environment is formed. The channel bandwidth is set relatively
quite small (i.e., one message transfer per unit of time), and the buer size is set
to 10, under dierent levels of trac demand.
Figure 5.11 shows the performance of all the routing algorithms in terms of the
average delivery delay, delivery ratio, and total number of transmissions.
As the buer capacity is low and the trac load is high, the available bandwidth
decreases and the buer occupancy increases accordingly, which degrades the per-
formance of all protocols, especially for the Epidemic routing and. It is observed
that Epidemic produced the largest delivery delay. It is subject to at least 2.7 times
of longer delivery delay than that by SARP. It is notable that SAURP outperforms
all the multiple-copy routing protocols in terms of delivery delay under all possible
trac loads, while ARBRP outperforms all other schemes in terms of delivery ratio.
When the trac load is high, SAURP yielded shorter delivery delay than that of
ARBRP by 10%, SARP by 22, SF by 30%, and DF by 40%. Although SAURP and
ARBRP require more transmissions compared to DF, the number is still smaller
than that produced by S&F. For high trac loads, ARBRP can achieve delivery
ratio up to 70%, and SAURP up to 67%, while the epidemic routing, SARP, DF,
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Figure 5.11: The eect of trac load under trace based scenario
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5.6 Summary
This Chapter introduced two novel multi-copy routing schemes called SAURP and
ARBRP, for intermittently connected mobile networks. SAURP and ARBRP are
characterized by the ability of identifying potential opportunities for forwarding
messages to their destinations via a novel utility function based mechanism, in
which a suite of environment parameters, such as wireless channel condition, nodal
buer occupancy, and encounter statistics are jointly considered. Thus, SAURP
and ARBRP can reroute messages around nodes experiencing either high buer
occupancy, wireless interference, or congestion, while taking considerably smaller
number of transmissions. Each scheme utilized the environment parameters of the
network dierently. SAURP employed the inter-contact time as the main in put to
its utility function which resulted in better performance improvements regarding to
the delivery delay, while ARBRP employed the average contact time as the main
input to its utility function which resulted in better performance improvements
regarding to the delivery ratio. We veried the proposed schemes via extensive
simulations and compared them with a number of counterparts. Both schemes have
shown great stability and achieved shorter delivery delays and delivery ratio than
all the existing spraying and ooding based schemes when the network experiences
considerable contention on wireless links and/or buer space.
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Chapter 6
Buer Management and Scheduling
in DTNs
In this chapter we introduce and evaluate a novel buer management and scheduling
framework for routing schemes belonging to two dierent families; i) Flooding based
routing, which are developed to suit the homogeneous nodal mobility, where all
nodes are independent and identical distributed (iid). Two widely employed DTN
routing schemes are considered in this study, namely; the epidemic (ooding), and
controlled ooding (source forwarding) schemes [29, 5], ii) Encounter-based (utility-
based) routing, which are designed for heterogeneous nodal mobility. SAURP is
considered in this study since it is proven to be eective when the nodal mobility
is heterogeneous. An important issue in such category of DTN routing is when and
to which node the stored messages should be forwarded. Obviously, both the above
routing families require additional features in order to incorporate with the given
buer space and contact capacity limitations at each node.
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6.1 Buer Management and Scheduling for Flooding-
based Routing
This section introduces a novel buer management and scheduling framework for
epidemic and two-hop (source) forwarding routing, aiming to enable an eective de-
cision process on which messages should be forwarded and which should be dropped
when the buer is full. Such a decision is made by evaluating the impact of dropping
each buered message according to collected network information.
To cope with the high computation complexity in directly solving a Markov
chain model [81, 33], we develop a uid ow limit model and the corresponding
ODE formulation as our solution. The use of ODEs, although serving as an ap-
proximation of the Markov chain result, can nonetheless improve the computation
eciency and provide a closed-form expression. Further, the formulation with the
proposed uid ow limit model is highly scalable to the network size, where the
complexity does not increase with the number of network nodes. For example, the
problem in [86] that takes up to 178 seconds by solving a continuous-time Markov
chain can be solved by an equivalent ODE model with only 2.8 seconds; and it
shows a dramatically increase of computation complexity by using Markov chain
when the problem state space is getting larger, while the number of corresponding
ODEs is constant regardless of the number of components in the system.
The ODE solution gives per-message utility values, which are calculated based
on the estimation of two global parameters: the number of message copies, and
the number of nodes which have "seen" this message (the nodes that have either
carried the message or rejected the acceptance of this message). The per-message
utility values are calculated at each node and then used for the decision on whether
the buered messages should be dropped in any contact. We will demonstrate a
closed-form solution to the proposed ODE approach, such that each per-message
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utility can be calculated eciently. Simulation is conducted and the results conrm
the eciency and eectiveness of the proposed buer management scheme under
the epidemic and two-hop forwarding routing.
6.1.1 Background and System Description
This subsection presents the background of our mathematical model as well as the
network model for encounter-based epidemic routing.
6.1.2 Background of Fluid Flow Model
In a nutshell, this part of the thesis formulates the buer management task in DTN
epidemic and source forwarding routing as a uid-ow Markov-chain process, re-
spectively. The uid ow model can then be used to formulate the rate of message
propagation among nodes, calculating the expected time until a given node (des-
tination) is infected, and then calculating the delivery ratio (delivery probability).
Since solving the uid ow model using a Markov chain based approach is subject
to extremely high computation complexity, we approximate the problem by using
an ordinary dierential equation (ODE) and derive a close-form solution of the
problem. Note that the ODE based approach for solving a Markov chain model has
been used for similar problems in the literature [54, 33] with proved eciency and
correctness. The following notation are used throughout this part of this chapter.
 ni(t) denotes the number of nodes with message i in their buers (also referred
to as infected at time t), where t is counted from the creation time of message
i. The following relation is used to calculateni(t):
dni(t)
dt
= βni(t)(N − ni(t))) (6.1)
where N is the number of nodes in the network, and β is the meeting time
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rate between nodes. Solving (6.1) with the initial condition ni(0) yields
ni(t) =
Nni(0)
ni(0) + (N − ni(0))e−βNt
(6.2)
 Pi(t) = Pi(Td < t) denotes the cumulative probability (CDF) of message i
being delivered at time t, where Td denotes a random variable for the time
instant that the message i is successfully delivered. Pi(t) can be expressed in
a dierential equation form [33]:
dPi(t)
dt
= βni(t)(1− Pi(t)) (6.3)
solving (6.3) with the initial condition Pi(0) = 0 yields
Pi(Td < t) = 1−
N
N − ni(0) + ni(0).eβNt
(6.4)
(6.2) and (6.4) are valid only for unlimited buer space. To extend the above
relations to the scenario with limited buer space, an additional factor should be
considered (denoted as Pfi), which represents the probability that the encountered
node's buer space is available and the message can be transferred. Note that




= Pfiβni(t)(N − ni(t))) (6.5)
Thus (6.2) and (6.4) are reformulated as follows:
ni(t) =
N
ni(0) + (N − ni(0))e−PfiβNt
(6.6)
Pi(Td < t) = 1−
(
N







Sr(t) The source of message i
Dst(t) The destination of message i
Ti Elapsed time since the creation of the
message
Tx Time-to-live of message i
Ri Remaining lifetime of the message
(Ri = Txi − Ti)
ni(t) Number of copies of message i
mi(t) Number of nodes who have "seen" message i
si(t) Number of nodes who have seen message i
and their buers were not full
Pfi Probability of forwarding message i to every
encountered node
6.1.3 Network Model
In this work, a homogeneous DTN is modeled as a set of N nodes, all moving
according to a specic mobility model in a nite area, where inter-encounter time
between each pair of nodes is an independent and identically distributed (iid). Let
the number of total messages in the network be denoted as K(t), and the buer
capacity of each node be denoted as C. messages. The messages are generated
arbitrarily between source and destination nodes. Each message is destined to one
of the nodes in the network with a time-to-live (denoted as Tx). A message is
dropped if its Tx expires.
For any given node, A, it is assumed that JA(t) messages are stored in its buer
at time t. Each message i, i ∈ [1, JA(t)] is denoted by a tuple of variables de-
noted in Table 6.1. Obviously we have si(t) = ni(t) if all the encountered nodes
of message i have available buer space, and ni(t) ≤ mi(t) + 1. Let the expected
inter-encounter time of any two nodes A and B be denoted as E[4T(A,B)], which
is dened as the average time period taken by the two nodes to enter into their
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transmission again. The encounter (or mixing) rate between A and B, denoted




. We assume that E[4T(A,B)], A, B ∈ [1, N ] follows an expo-
nential distribution (or referred to as with an exponential tail [45]). It has been
shown that a number of popular mobility models have such exponential tails (e.g.,
Random Walk, Random Waypoint, Random Direction, Community-based Mobility
[50, 5]). Recent studies based on traces collected from real-life mobility examples
[66] argued that the inter-encounter period and the encounter durations in these
traces demonstrate exponential tails after a specic cut-o point. Based on the
iid of the nodal mobility model, the distribution of the inter-meeting time can be
obtained, where the historical inter-encounter information between any two nodes
A and B can be calculated by averaging all inter-encounter times until current time
t. This distribution is common for all nodes in the network. Thus, the parameter











Where n is the number of encounters until current time t. The adaptation of the
mobility characteristics becomes more precise with a greater elapsed time as the
historical information becomes more viable.
6.1.4 Proposed Buer Management and Scheduling Framework
Figure 6.1 provides the whole picture on the proposed DTN buer management
framework, which illustrates the functional modules and their relations. The sum-
mary vector exchange module (SVEM) is implemented at a node during a contact;

































Figure 6.1: The buer management framework
of mi(Ti), ni(Ti), and si(Ti) according to the most updated network information.
The two parameters are further taken as inputs in the calculation of the proposed
per-message utility function in the utility calculation module (UCM). The deci-
sion of forwarding or dropping the buered messages is made based on the buer
occupancy status and the utility value of the messages. The rest of the section
introduces the details of each module.
Summary Vector Exchange Module (SVEM)
During each contact, the network information summarized as a summary vector, is
exchanged between the two nodes, which includes the following data: (1) statistics
of inter-encounter time of every node pair maintained by the nodes, (2) statistics
regarding the buered messages, including their IDs, remaining time to live (Ri),
destinations, the stored ni(Ti), mi(Ti), and si(Ti) values for each message that
were estimated in the previous contact. The SVEM ensures the above information
exchange process, and activates NSEM for the parameter estimation based on the
newly obtained network statistics right after each contact.
Proposed Network State Estimation Module (NSEM)
The NSEM is used to obtain the estimated mi(Ti), ni(Ti) , and si(Ti) such that
the UCM can make decision in the buer management process. Since acquiring
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global information about a specic message may take a long time to propagate and
hence might be obsolete when we calculate the utility function of the message, we
come up with a time-window based estimation approach. Rather than using the
current value of mi(Ti) and ni(Ti) for a specic message i at an elapsed time Ti,
we use the measure of the two parameters over the messages that node A is aware
of (has "seen") during an elapsed time Ti. These estimations are then used in the
evaluation of the per-message utility.
For this purpose, we propose a novel estimation approach called Global History-
Based Prediction (GHP), which estimates the parameters by considering their
statistics since the corresponding message was created. Let Mi(Ti), Ni(Ti), and
Si(Ti) denote random variables that fully describe the parameters mi(Ti), ni(Ti),













, where j is the total number of messages
that have been seen by node A and generated before message i. These messages
include the messages stored in the buer of A that are considered more senior than
message i. In the same manner, the average elapsed times for all messages that




. Thus, we can have
the following estimations for message i: m̂i(Ti) , ̂ni(Ti) and ̂si(Ti) . These values




, ̂ni(Ti) = TiE[Ni]T̂ and ̂si(Ti) = TiE[Si]T̂ .
Utility Calculation Module (UCM)
Based on the problem settings and estimated parameters, the UCM answers the
following question at a node during each nodal contact: Given ni(Ti), mi(Ti), si(Ti)
and limited buer space for supporting epidemic or source forwarding routing [29,
5], what is an appropriate decision on whether the node should drop any message in
its buer or reject any incoming message from the other node during the contact,
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such that either the average delivery ratio or delivery delay can be optimized?
Section 5 describes in details how the per-message utility function is derived. The
scenarios of interest in the study are as following:
 Maximizing the delivery ratio under epidemic routing
 Maximizing the delivery ratio under source forwarding
 Minimizing the average delivery delay under epidemic routing
 Minimizing the average delivery delay under source forwarding
6.1.5 Forwarding and Dropping Policy
With the per-message utility, the node rstly sorts the buer messages accordingly
from the highest to the lowest. The messages with lower utility values have higher
priorities to be dropped when the node's buer is full, while the messages with
higher utility values have higher priorities to be forwarded to the encountered node.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the forwarding and dropping actions: if the utility Uj of
message j (the message with the highest utility value) buered in A is higher than
UC of message i (the message with the lowest utility value) at node B, then message
i is dropped and replaced by a copy of message j if the buer of B is full during
the contact of the two nodes.
6.1.6 Utility Function Derivation
Maximization of Delivery Ratio
Let us assume that the buer is full at node B and there is a message i with elapsed
time Ti in a network that has K messages at the moment at which the decision
should be made by a node with respect to dropping a message from all messages
in its buer.
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Figure 6.2: The forwarding and dropping at a node
Epidemic Forwarding
To maximize the average ratio of all messages, a node should therefore drop message























where Pfi is the probability of forwarding message i to every encountered node




Proof: The probability that a copy of message i will not be delivered by a
node is given by the probability that the next meeting time with the destination
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is greater than its remaining lifetime Ri , assuming that the message i has not yet
been delivered. The probability that message i will not be delivered (i.e., none of
its copies will be delivered) can be expressed as
Pr{message i not delivered |not delivered yet} =














The proof of (6.10) is provided in Appendix.
By assuming network homogeneity, there is an equal likelihood that the message
is "seen" by each node. Thus, the probability that message i has been already
delivered to the destination is equal to
Pr{message i already delivered } = mi(Ti)
N − 1
(6.11)
By combining (6.10) and (6.11), the probability that message i is successfully
delivered before its Tx expires can be calculated as follows:
Pri = 1− P{message i not yet delivered}










N − ni(Ti) + ni(Ti).eβPfiNRi
)mi(Ti)
(6.12)
When a node is operating at its maximum buer capacity, it should drop one
or multiple messages so as to achieve the best gain in the increase of the global
delivery ratio Pr = 1
K(t)
∑K(t)
i=1 Pri. To make the optimal decision locally at the
node, Pri is dierentiated with respect to ni(Ti), and ∂ni(Ti) is then discretized
and replaced by 4ni(Ti).
The best drop policy is one that maximizes 4Pri:

















Thus, the maximum delivery ratio can be achieved if the message that causes the
least decrease in4Pri is discarded. On the other hand, when message i is discarded,
the number of copies of message i in the network decreases by 1, which results in
4ni(Ti) = −1. Thus the optimal buer dropping policy that can maximize the
delivery ratio based on the locally available information at the node is to discard
the message with the smallest value of ∂Pri
∂ni(Ti)
, which is equivalently to choose a
message with a value for imin that satises (6.9). This derivation is an attempt
to handle changes in the number of copies of a message that may be increased in
the future during new encounters. This goal can be achieved by predicting Pf , the
probability of forwarding a copy of message i to any node encountered, which is
incorporated into the estimation of the delivery ratio. It is clear that the accuracy
of Pf is based mainly on the precision in estimating the values of mi(Ti) and ni(Ti).
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Source Forwarding
Since only L message copies are allowed to be spread by the source node, it is very
important to estimate the time at which the L message copies have been spread
in the network, which is denoted as TLi. Whether the value of Ti is less or greater
than TLi plays key role in formulating the utility function. To simplify the notation
, we use term TRi for the period TLi − Ti , and TXLi for Tx− TLi.
The local optimal buer management policy that maximizes the average delivery






















e−βPfiLRi , Ti ≥ TLi
(6.13)
Pfi under source forwarding is estimated as Pfi =
si(Ti)
mi(Ti)
. Note that the esti-
mation of Pfi is dierent from that of epidemic forwarding since we deal with a
controlled ooding case.
Proof: The probability that message i will be delivered (i.e., that ni copies are
delivered) within the remaining lifetime of the message can be expressed by
Pri{message iwill be deliveredwithinRi} =



















e−βPfiLRi , Ti ≥ TLi
(6.14)
The proof of equation (6.14) is included in Appendix.
Since the node's mobility is iid, the probability that message i has been already
delivered is equal to
Pr{message i already delivered } = mi(Ti)
N − 1
(6.15)
When (6.14) and (6.15 ) are combined, the probability that message i will be
delivered before its Tx expires is given by the total probability law as
Pri = 1− P{message i not yet delivered}∗




















e−βPfiLRi , Ti ≥ TLi
(6.16)
In the case of congestion, a DTN node should drop the message that leads to
the best gain in the global delivery ratio. To nd the local optimal decision, Pri is
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dierentiated with respect to n(Ti) if Ti < TLi and to L otherwise, and ∂n is then
discretized and replaced by 4n.





















e−βPfiLRi , Ti ≥ TLi
After the Ti ≥ TL, the number of message copies will be subject to be decreased
due to discarding the message that has the highest number of message copies.









The optimal buer dropping policy that maximizes the probability of delivery
is thus to discard the message that has the smallest value of ∂Pri
∂n(Ti)
, that is to choose
a message with a value for imin that satises (6.13).
Minimization of Average Delivery Delay
To minimize the average delivery delay, node A should discard a message such that
the expected delivery delay of all messages can be reduced the most. Since the
delivery delay of the messages is mainly aected by the nodal inter-encounter time,
we assume that all message have innite or large enough Tx and derive the utility




To achieve the minimum average delivery delay, node A should drop the message














Proof: The expected delay in delivering a message that still has copies existing
in the network can be expressed








E[Td | Td > Ti] (6.18)
where


















When a node buer is full, the node should make a drop decision that leads
to the least increase on Di. To nd the local optimal decision, Di is dierentiated
with respect to ni(Ti), and ∂Di is then discritized and replaced by 4Di:
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To reduce the delivery delay of all messages existing in the network, the best
decision is to discard the message that maximizes the total average of the delivery
delay, D = 1
K(t)
∑K(t)
i=1 Di, among all the messages. Therefore, the optimal buer-
dropping policy that maximizes the delivery delay is thus to discard the message
that has the min value of | ∂Di
∂ni(Ti)
|, which is equivalently to choose a message with
a value for imin that satises (6.17).
Source Forwarding
To minimize the delivery delay of all messages, node i should discard the message
that increases the expected delivery delay of all messages. To minimize the average

























, Ti ≥ TLi
(6.21)
Proof: The expected delay in delivering a message that still has copies existing
in the network is
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Di = P{message i not deliverd yet} ∗
1
Pfi


























, T ≥ TLi
(6.22)
The proof of (6.22) is included in Appendix.
When a node buer is full, a node should make a drop decision that leads to
the largest decreasing on Di. To nd the local optimal decision, Di is dierentiated
with respect to n(Ti) if Ti < TLi and with respect to L otherwise, and ∂Di is then
discritized and replaced by 4Di.
4Di = ∂Di∂(n(t)/L) ∗ 4(n(Ti)/L)
To reduce the delivery delay of all messages in the network, the best decision is to
discard the message that maximizes the total delivery delay, | 4D |, of all messages.
Therefore, the optimal buer-dropping policy that maximizes the delivery delay is
thus to discard the message that has the minimum value of | ∂Di
∂(n(t)/L)
|, that is to
choose a message with a value for imin = argmin4Di that satises equation (6.21).
This policy drops a message that has the highest number of message copies within




To examine the eciency of the proposed buer management architecture [82],
experiments were conducted, and the results presented in this section. To bet-
ter understand the performance of the proposed estimation strategyGHP, we
also implement two other estimation strategies for the values of mi(Ti) , ni(Ti),
and si(Ti) namely Global Knowledge-based Management (GKM), and Encounter
History-Based Prediction (EHP).
The GKM assumes knowing the exact values of mi(Ti), ni(Ti), and si(Ti) and
is supposed to achieve the best performance. Since such an assumption is not
practical [80], the result of GKM is taken as a benchmark for the proposed GHP
scheme. With EHP, two encountered nodes update each other with respect to the
messages they have in common, and the values of mi(Ti), ni(Ti),and si(Ti) are
updated accordingly. This policy of update provides a sub-optimal solution and
has been employed in [69] and [76]. In addition to the above prediction strategies,
we compared the proposed buer management architecture with three well-known
policies listed as follows:
 History-based drop (HBD) [76] is based on the history of all messages (on
average) in the network after an elapsed time. The variables of the message
utility are estimated by averaging the variables of all messages in the network
after the elapsed time.
 Drop oldest (DO) drops the message with the shortest remaining time to live.
 Drop front (DF) drops the message that entered the queue the earliest when
the buer is full. This policy obtains the best performance of all the policies
used by Lindgren et al. in [77].
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We assume a message issued at a node (termed sourced messages) has the highest
priority at the node. If all buered messages are sourced ones and the newly arrived
message is also a source message at the node, then the oldest one is dropped.
This idea was examined in [33] and has been proved with improved delivery ratio.
To evaluate the policies, a DTN simulator similar to that in [50] is implemented.
The simulations are based on two mobility scenarios; a synthetic one based on
Random Waypoint mobility model, and a real trace-like mobility model based on
a real traces of Zebranet experiment. The real trace was collected as part of the
ZebraNet wildlife tracking experiment described in [87, 92, 6]. The mobility under
this model is constructed from distributions that match the traces collected from
real movements of zebras. The speed and the turning angle selection process are
repeated for the whole experimental study duration. The simulation parameters
are as shown in table 6.2. Each node has a transmission range, D = 30 meters,
to obtain sparsely populated network. Euclidean distance is used to measure the
proximity between two nodes (or their positions). A slotted collision avoidance
MAC protocol with Clear-to-Send (CTS) and Request-to-Send (RTS) features was
implemented in order to arbitrate between nodes that contend for a shared channel.
The message inter-arrival time is uniformly distributed in such a way that the trac
can be varied from low (10 messages generated per node) to high (70 messages
generated per node). The buer size is set to a low capacity ( 15 messages), to
push the network towards a congestion state by increasing the network trac.
We assume sucient time for completing the possible message exchange for every
contact. Message delivery ratio and the delivery delay are taken as two performance
measures. Each data is the average of the results from 30 runs. A PC with Intel
2.0 Ghz Core 2 Duo processor and 2 GB RAM is used for running the simulations.
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Table 6.2: Simulation parameters of RWP and ZebraNet mobility scenarios




Simulation Area 800× 800 1000×1000
No. of Nodes 130 80
Average Speed (m/s) 3 -
TTL (hours) 2 3
Introduced Policy for Maximizing Delivery Ratio
This section examines the proposed policy for maximizing the average delivery ratio
under the considered scenarios. The plots of the delivery ratio obtained for epidemic
and source forwarding under random Waypoint mobility model is shown in Figure
6.3.
It can be seen that GKM gives the best performance under all the trac loads
for both routing schemes due to the complete and global mobility information.
The GHP policy provides the next best result and is competitive with the GKM
in the case of low trac. As the trac increases, the performance of all policies
degrades, while the GHP outperforms all other policies except GKM. For epidemic
routing, it can achieve a delivery ratio up to 215% higher than that achieved by
DO, 70% higher than DF, 22% higher than HBD, 32% higher than EHP, and only
15% worse than GKM. For source forwarding, GHP provides results can be up to
200% higher than DO, 80% higher than DF, 17% higher than HBD, 30% higher
than EHP, and 11% worse than GKM. It is noted that all policies obtain better
results for source forwarding than that for epidemic routing, which proved that the
controlled ooding mechanism improves performance in the case of limited buer
capacity. Figure 6.4 shows the results of delivery ratios under Zebranet trace. As
can be seen, GHP can achieve a delivery ratio 249% higher than that achieved by




























































































































































Figure 6.4: The eect of trac load on the delivery ratio under ZebraNet trace
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13% worse than GKM. For source forwarding, GHP provides results can be 210%
higher than DO, 73% higher than DF, 15% higher than HBD, 28% higher than
EHP, and 9% worse than GKM.
Introduced Policy for Minimizing Delivery Delay
This subsection evaluates the eect of the policy of each routing scheme on message
delivery delay using the same scenarios in the previous section.
Figure 6.5 shows the results. Similarly, the GKM gives the best performance
under all trac loads for both routing techniques, while the GHP is the second best
and is competitive with the GKM in the case of low trac. As the trac increases,
the demand on the wireless channel and buers increases, causing a long queuing
delays and substantial message loss that negatively aect the performance of all
the examined policies. We have observed that for both routing schemes the GHP
outperforms all other policies. GHP under epidemic routing is better than DO by
42%, DF by 53%, HBD by 10%, EHP by 20%, and a longer delay of only 8% of that
achieved by GKM. Under source forwarding, GHP can reach delivery delays up to
57% shorter than DF, 44% shorter than DO, 17% shorter than HBD, 27% shorter
than EHD, and only 10% longer than GKM. Figure 6. shows the results of delivery
delay under ZebraNet trace. As can be seen, GHP under epidemic routing is better
than DF by 81%,DO by 71%, HBD by 15%, EHP by 24%, and a longer delay of only
11% of that achieved by GKM. Under source forwarding, GHP can reach delivery
delays up to 66% shorter than DF, 53% shorter than DO, 14% shorter than HBD,
22% shorter than EHD, and only 12% longer than GKM.
6.1.8 Computation and Performance Tradeo
It is clear that GHP outperforms their counterparts thanks to the adaptive calcu-



































































































































Figure 6.6: The eect of trac load on delivery delay under ZebraNet trace
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and n(T ). Such performance gain, nonetheless, is at the expense of larger com-
putation complexity, which in turn causes longer computation time. We evaluate
the proposed message scheduling approach as follows in terms of the impact due to
computation complexity.
It is clear that the main source of computation complexity lies in calculating the
utility function, which is in turn dominated by the number of messages involved in
the solution process. Another fact is that, considering more messages is expected
to yield better precision in the utility function calculation (so as for the overall
performance) at the expense of longer computation time. Let Sampling List (SL)
be the subset of randomly selected messages for consideration in the utility function
calculation at a node. The size of SL stands for the amount of statistics collected
at the node to make the message forwarding/dropping decision. Our strategy is
to get the relation between the performance and the size of subset, and then the
relation between the size of subset and the computation time. Thus we will be able
to observe the performance gain due to the longer computation time compared with
its counterparts.
To examine the desired scenario with high congestion, the buer size is set to
20, and trac load is set high (90 generated message per node). Without loss
of generality, this scenario is performed under epidemic routing using Random
Waypoint mobility model.
The performance impact on GHP by reducing the amount of collected statistics
is shown in Figure 6.7.
It is shown that increasing the SL size in GHP results in the corresponding
performance improvement over EHP.
When the SL size is 1, GHP is degraded as EHP since it becomes completely
based on local information. As the SL size is increased, the performance of GHP


























































































Figure 6.8: The eect of SL size on the policy computation time
complexity and the SL size.
Note that HBD and GHP under a unlimited SL size yield 6 and 7.5 times of
longer computation time than that by GHP at SL size of 40 messages, respectively,
which are not shown in the chart. The very long computation time is due to the
fact that all the messages that a node has been learned from all encountered nodes
are considered in the calculation of the utility function.
Our results suggest that, with a carefully designed statistics collection strategy,
the proposed GHP scheme can be manipulated to achieve a graceful tradeo among
the computation time (which is directly related to nodal power consumption) and
performance according to any desired target function. In addition, we have seen
that GHP only takes a small fraction of computation time compared to the case
by maintaining a complete view on all the messages older than message i, while
without signicantly aecting the performance.
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6.2 Buer Management and Scheduling for Utility-
based Routing
Although SAURP and ARBRP have improved the previously reported designs in
terms of the message delivery delay and the delivery ratio, they are still subject to
respective problems due to limited network resources such as buer space. Thus,
to achieve ecient utilization of network resources, it is important to come up
with an eective message scheduling strategy to determine which messages should
be forwarded and which should be dropped in case of buer is full. This section
investigates a new buer management and scheduling framework for SAURP [85].
The decision of forwarding or dropping the buered messages is made based on the
buer occupancy status, the utility value of the messages, message life time (Tx),
and the forwarding policy that supported by SAURP mechanism, such that either
the average delivery ratio or delivery delay can be optimized.
The buer management and scheduling framework with its functionality mod-
ules under the heterogeneous nodal mobility scenario is similar to that introduced
in section 6.1. The dierence is in the way of constructing each model which is
based on : i) the network model under consideration, ii) the estimation strategy
of the network parameters through NSEM, iii) utility function derivation through
UFCM, vi) the forwarding and drop policy, which is incorporated with SAURP
mechanism.
6.2.1 Network Model
In this study, a heterogeneous DTN is modeled as a set of N nodes, all moving
according to community-based mobility model as descried in chapter 4, where the
inter-encounter time between each pair of nodes is an independent and non uni-
formly distributed. We use the same notation listed in Table 6.1.
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The historical inter-encounter time, 4TA,B, of any two nodes A and B , is
calculated according to SAURP mechanism by averaging cumulatively all inter-
encounter times until current time-window W c. Thus, the encounter (or mixing)
rate between A and B, is βA,B =
1
4TA,B
. According to some social networks studies
[66], this value become quite accurate if the nodes have frequent appearance in
some locations.
6.2.2 Network State Estimation
Due to the heterogeneity nature of the nodal mobility, it is impractical to gather
complete knowledge about the network state (i.e, the values of mi(Ti), ni(Ti) ),
instead EHP is employed to estimate these values by disseminating metadata using
a fraction of the transfer opportunity. When two nodes encounter each other, they
update each other about the messages they have in common, the values of ni(Ti),
mi(Ti), then the values of {β1,di , β2,di ...βn,di}, and {β1,di , β2,di ...βm,di} are updated
accordingly, where βn,di and βm,di represent the encounter rate between the n
th
custodian of the nth copy of message i with the destination of message i, and
the encounter rate of mth node who has seen the message with the destination of
message i, respectively. These parameters are further taken as inputs to calculate
the proposed per-message utility function.
The drawback of this method of network state estimation is that it has only im-
perfect view of the system. The propagated information may be obsolete due to the
change in number of copied/dropped messages. Nevertheless, the experiments that
we conducted conrmed that this inaccurate information is sucient to examine
the eectiveness of the proposed buer management policy.
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6.2.3 Utility Function Derivation
Maximization of Delivery Ratio
Let us assume that nodes A and B are in contact, and message j in A′s buer is to
be forwarded to node B according to SAURP forwarding policy, while the buer
is full at node B and there is a message i with elapsed time Ti in a network that
has K messages at the moment at which the decision should be made by node B
with respect to dropping a message from all messages in its buer. To maximize
the delivery ratio of all messages, the decision of dropping message i should result
in least reduction of delivery probability of message i, while forwarding message j
from node A to B should result in increasing the delivery probability of message j.
To meet this objective, the decision of dropping message i from the buer of node














and the decision of forwarding message j from node A to node B should satisfy
one of two cases; based on whether message j is in spraying phase, or in forwarding















which represents the margin increase in the delivery probability of message j if
node A forward a copy to node B.














The relation represents the margin increase in the delivery probability if node
A hands over message j to node B.
Proof of (6.23): The probability that a copy of message i will not be delivered by
a node is given by the probability that the next meeting time with the destination
is greater than its remaining lifetime Ri , assuming that the message i has not yet
been delivered. The probability that message i will not be delivered (i.e., none of
its copies will be delivered) can be expressed as
Pr{message i not delivered |not delivered yet} =
P (Td < Ti +Ri |Td>Ti) =
ni(Ti)∏
l=1





By assuming network heterogeneity, the probability that the message is "seen"
by each node is not equal. Thus, the probability that message i has been already
delivered to the destination is equal to








By combining (6.26) and (6.27), the probability that message i is successfully
delivered before its Tx expires can be calculated as follows:
Pri = 1− P{message i not yet delivered}






When a node is operating at its maximum buer capacity, it should drop one
or multiple messages so as to achieve the best gain in the increase of the global
delivery ratio Pr = 1
K(t)
∑K(t)
i=1 Pri. To make the optimal decision locally at the
node, Pri is dierentiated with respect to ni(Ti), and ∂ni(Ti) is then discretized
and replaced by 4ni(Ti).
The best drop policy is one that maximizes 4Pri:














Thus, the maximum delivery ratio can be achieved if the message that causes the
least decrease in4Pri is discarded. On the other hand, when message i is discarded,
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the number of copies of message i in the network decreases by 1, which results in
4ni(Ti) = −1. Thus the optimal buer dropping policy that can maximize the
delivery ratio based on the locally available information at the node is to discard
the message with the smallest value of
∣∣∣ ∂Pri∂ni(Ti)∣∣∣, which is equivalently to choose a
message with a value for Uimin that satises (6.23 ), which represents the marginal
decrease in the delivery probability of message i if its copy at node B is dropped.
Proof of (6.24) and (6.25 ): The proof follows same steps of deriving (6.23) with
considering the marginal increase delivery probability of message j at node A if it
get copied or forwarded to node B.
Minimization of Average Delivery Delay
To minimize the delivery delay of all messages, the decision of dropping message
i should result in least increase of delivery delay of message i, while forwarding
message j from node A to B should result in most decrease in the delivery delay of
message j ( i.e, node B should discard a message such that the expected delivery
delay of all messages can be reduced the most). Since the delivery delay of the
messages is mainly aected by the nodal inter-encounter time, we assume that all
message have innite or large enough Tx and derive the utility function such that
it is aected by number ni(Ti), mi(Ti), {β1,di , β2,di ...βn,di}, and {β1,di , β2,di ...βm,di}.
To achieve the minimum average delivery delay, node B should drop the message













and the decision of forwarding message j from node A to node B should satisfy
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one of two cases; based on whether message j is in spraying phase, or in forwarding













which represents the margin decrease in the delivery delay of message j if node
A forward a copy to node B.













The relation represents the margin decrease in the delivery delay if node A
hands over message j to node B.
Proof of (6.28): Let random variable Td represents the delivery delay of message
i. Then, the expected delay in delivering a message that still has copies existing in
the network can be expressed




βk,diTi) ∗ E[Td | Td > Ti] (6.31)
where
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When a node buer is full, the node should make a drop decision that leads
to the least increase on Di. To nd the local optimal decision, Di is dierentiated
with respect to ni(Ti), and ∂Di is then discritized and replaced by 4Di:













To reduce the delivery delay of all messages existing in the network, the best
decision is to discard the message that maximizes the total delivery delay, D =∑K(t)
i=1 Di, among all the messages. Therefore, the optimal buer-dropping policy
at node B that leads to minimization of the delivery delay is thus to discard the
message that has the min value of | 4Di | (or−4Di), which is equivalently to
choose a message with a value for Uimin that satises (6.28), which represents the
marginal increase in the delivery delay of message i if its copy at node B is dropped,
while the optimal buer-forwarding policy at node A that leads to minimization
of the delivery delay is thus to forward a copy of message j ( or message j itself)
to node B that leads to the maximum increase of 4Di, which is equivalently to
choose a message with a value for Ujmax .
Proof of (6.29) and (6.30): The proof follows same steps of deriving (6.28) with
considering the marginal decrease of delivery delay of message j at node A if it get
copied or forwarded to node B.
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Algorithm 6.1 SAURP_based forwarding and dropping policy
On contact between node A and B
Exchange summary vectors
01: If (buer at node B is full)
02: for every message j at the buer of custodian node A do
03: if ( B is not source node of i) then
04: if (remaining tokens of message j ≥ remaining tokens of i) &&
05: (4TB,di  min{4T1,di , 4T2,di ....,4Tn−1,di})then
06: if destination node dj in transmission range of B then
07: B drops message i
08: A forwards a copy of message j to B
09: end if
10: else if (Umaxj − Umini > 0 ) then
11: B drops message i
12: A forwards message j to B





18:else ( apply SAURP)
19:end
6.2.4 SAURP_based Forwarding and Dropping Policy (SFDP)
With the per-message utility, the node rstly sorts the buer messages accordingly
from the highest to the lowest. The messages with lower utility values have higher
priorities to be dropped when the node's buer is full, while the messages with
higher utility values have higher priorities to be forwarded to the encountered node.
Algorithm 6.1. illustrates the forwarding and dropping actions which largely based
on the fact that; if the utility Umaxj of message j (the message with the highest
utility value) buered in A is higher than Umini of message i (the message with the
lowest utility value) at node B, then message i is dropped and replaced by message
j or copy of it, if the buer of B is full during the contact of the two nodes.
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6.2.5 Evaluation Scenario
To examine the eciency of the proposed SAURP_based Forwarding and Drop-
ping Policy (SFDP), experiments were conducted, and the results presented in this
subsection. As we justied earlier in section 6.1, the EHP strategy gives sub-
optimal solution, nonetheless it is the most practical strategy to be implemented
for estimating the values of mi(Ti) , and ni(Ti) in such heterogeneous decentralized
environment. We call SFDP under EHP strategy as SFDP_E. To better under-
stand the performance of the proposed strategies and their gain over SAURP, we
also implemented the Global Knowledge-based Management (GKM) strategy ( in-
troduced in 6.2.1) for estimation the values of mi(Ti) , and ni(Ti). We call SFDP
under GKM strategy as SFDP_G. The result of SFDP under GKM is taken as a
benchmark for the proposed schemes, since such an assumption of global knowledge
is not practical [80].
In addition to the above prediction strategy, we compared the proposed buer
management policies with two well-known forwarding and scheduling schemes listed
as follows:
 Delegation forwarding scheme employes dropping policy based on drop mes-
sage with highest number of forwards (DF_N) by Erramilli et al. in [80].
 RAPID scheme employs dropping policy based on drop message that is most
likely to miss the deadline [69].
We assume a message issued at a node (termed sourced messages) has the highest
priority at the node. If all buered messages are sourced ones and the newly arrived
message is also a source message at the node, then the oldest one is dropped. This
idea was examined in [33] and has been proved with improved delivery ratio.
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No. of Nodes 110 98
TTL (sec) 9000 75000
Experimental Setup
The simulations are based on two mobility scenarios; a synthetic one based on the
same mobility scenario of chapter 4, and a real-world encounter traces collected as
part of the Infocom 2006 experiment. These data sets comprise of contact traces
between short-range Bluetooth enabled devices carried by individuals in Infocom
2006 conference environment. More details about the devices and the data sets,
including synchronization issues can be found in [104]. In order to observe the
performance impact and how the proposed policies react under congested environ-
ment, we set the bandwidth, buer capacity, and the distribution of the contact
time such that congested environment is formed. The transmission range is set to
20 for CBMM scenario, the channel bandwidth is set relatively quite small (i.e., one
message transfer per unit of time), and the buer size is set to 10, under dierent
levels of trac demand. Message delivery ratio and the delivery delay are taken as
two performance measures. Each data is the average of the results from 30 runs.
Introduced Policy for Maximizing Delivery Ratio
In all scenarios, the trac load varies from 20 to 70 messages generated per node.
The plots of the delivery ratio obtained for all policies is shown in Figure 6.9.













































































Figure 6.9: The eect of trac load on the delivery ratio
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meets our expectation. The SFDP_E policy provides the next best result and is
competitive with the SFDP_G in the case of low trac. As the trac increases,
the performance of all policies degrades, while the SFDP_E outperforms SAURP,
RAPID, and DF_H. It can achieve a delivery ratio 28% higher than that achieved
by SAURP, 42% than that of DF_N, 35% than that by RAPID, and 16% worse
than SFDP_G. Figure 6.9(b) shows the results of delivery ratio under the real
trace. As can be seen, the SFDP_E policy provides the next best result right after
SFDP_G. SFDP_E still outperforms SAURP, RAPID, and DF_N. At high trac
loads, It can achieve delivery ratio higher than SAURP by 26%, RAPID by 33%,
DF_N by 40%, and worse than SFDP_G by 12% .
Introduced Policy for Minimizing Delivery Delay
Figure 6.10 shows the results for the delivery delays. As expected, the SFDP_G
gives the best performance under all trac loads for both scenarios under considera-
tion, while the SFDP_E is the second best and is competitive with the SFDP_G in
the case of low trac. As the trac increases, the demand on the wireless channel
and buers increases, causing a long queuing delays and substantial message loss
that negatively aect the performance of all the examined policies. Figure 6.10(a)
shows the results under CBMM scenario. We have observed that the SFDP_H
outperforms the SAURP, DF_N, and RAPID. SFDP_E is better than SAURP
by 21%, RAPID by 35%, DF_N by 44% and a longer delay of only 23% of that
achieved by SFDP_G. Under the real trace scenario as shown in Figure 6.10(b),
SFDP_E achieved delivery delay better than SAURP by 27%, RAPID by 43%,






























































Figure 6.10: The eect of trac load on the delivery delay
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated a novel buer management framework for two fam-
ilies of routing; ooding-based, and utility-based routing. Epidemic and source
forwarding routing are considered for homogeneous DTNs, while SAURP is con-
sidered for heterogeneous DTNs, aiming to optimize either the message delivery
ratio or message delivery delay. The introduced framework incorporates a suit of
novel mechanisms for network state estimation and utility derivation, such that a
node can obtain the priority for dropping each message in case of buer full. The
simulation results show that the proposed buer management framework can sig-
nicantly improve the routing performance in terms of the performance metrics of
interest under limited network information.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Research
7.1 Conclusion
The objective of this research is to achieve end-to-end data delivery over inter-
mittently connected mobile networks. Regular MANETs protocols fail to provide
successful communications due to user's frequent disconnections and long discon-
nection periods. This research has presented our studies and has provided a suit
of solutions to problems of routing in DTNs. The introduced self-adaptive rout-
ing protocol (SARP) for opportunistic DTNs can eectively reduce data delivery
delay and bandwidth consumption. Based on this work, the research has been ex-
panded to cover the routing problem for highly congested DTNs. Two contention
aware routing techniques were proposed, self adaptive utility-based routing Proto-
col (SAURP), and adaptive reinforcement-based routing protocol (ARBRP). The
work is further expanded to investigate a new buer management and scheduling
framework for ooding and encounter based routing in DTNs, such that the for-
warding/dropping decision can be made at a node during each contact for either
optimal message delivery ratio or message delivery delay. The accomplishments in
this thesis are summarized as follows:
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 Introducing a novel routing protocol called self adaptive routing protocol
(SARP) [63]. The introduced solution has the goal of investigating the ef-
fect of deploying a self-organized framework for routing messages in sparsely
connected mobile networks. The protocol is characterized by employing an
ecient updating strategy for the stochastic information at each node. It can
achieve minimum delivery delay, high delivery ratio, and low transmissions.
SARP is designed to alleviate the shortcomings of existing utility-based pro-
tocols that designed for networks that have sucient resources, and/or lightly
loaded.
 Introducing two novel contention aware routing techniques, called self adap-
tive utility-based routing protocol (SAURP) [85, 103], and adaptive reinforcement-
based routing protocol (ARBRP) [64] for DTNs. Each routing scheme em-
ploys the exploitation of the network state information and the nodal mobility
in a dierent way. SAURP uses a utility function in a form of inter-contact
time as the main factor on its forwarding decision, while ARBRP employs
a utility function in a form of contact time duration as the main factor on
its forwarding decisions. The main feature of the introduced protocols is the
strong capability in adaptation to the uctuation of network status, traf-
c patterns/characteristics, and user behaviors, so as to reduce the number
of transmissions, message delivery time, and increase delivery ratio. This is
achieved by jointly considering node mobility statistics, congestion, and buer
occupancy, which are subsequently fused in a novel quality-metric (utility)
function. In specic, the link availability and buer occupancy statistics are
obtained by sampling the channels and buer space during each contact with
another node. The developed quality-metric function targets to facilitating
decision making for each active data message, resulting in optimized network
performance.
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 Introducing novel message scheduling framework to enhance the performance
of ooding and controlled ooding forwarding routing, in which additional
buer space and bandwidth overhead are needed in order to increase message
delivery ratio and/or reduce message delivery delay. In specic we intro-
duced new message scheduling framework for epidemic and source forwarding
routing in delay tolerant networks [82], such that the forwarding/dropping de-
cision can be made at a node during each contact for either optimal message
delivery ratio or message delivery delay.
 Introducing a new message scheduling framework for utility-based forwarding
routing in delay tolerant networks. In specic, we develop buer management
policy based on the mechanism of the SAURP. The decision of forwarding or
dropping the buered messages is made based on the buer occupancy status,
the utility value of the messages and the forwarding policy that supported by
SAURP mechanism, such that either the average delivery ratio or delivery
delay can be optimized.
7.2 Future Research Plan
To achieve close to optimal performance in an intermittently connected environ-
ment, it is necessary to use more than one copy. The understanding acquired from
the detailed examination of single-copy schemes has been employed to develop and
design ecient multi-copy schemes that can achieve the desired performance in a
large range of scenarios. However, more work needs to be accomplished. Future
research plan will focus on the following issues:
 The work can be expanded to include the cases of multiple-copy routing,
and the cases when the sending of multiple copies of a message throughout
a network becomes a requirement for meeting delivery requirements. Such
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protocol should overcome limitations that still exist in multi-copy routing
schemes, such as node failure or fault tolerance, and meeting the delivery
deadline required for some applications. To meet the delivery deadline for
some messages, the copies of a message should be distributed among the
potential relays in such a way that predened percentage of all messages
meet the given delivery deadline with a minimum number of copies spread
throughout the network.
 Acquiring the global knowledge about network state to enhance buer man-
agement policies is still an open research issue. All of the proposed buer
management schemes for heterogeneous DTN provide sub-optimal solutions
because they consider only partial information about the nature of the DTN.
Thus, developing strategy for acquiring global knowledge through already de-
ployed networks such as GSM, or WIMAX is worthy to investigate. This case
all control trac may goes over a low-bandwidth, long range radio, while
actual date transfer goes during the encounters between nodes.
 Several utility functions presentations have been introduced in order to deal
with routing issues in encounter-based routing in DTNs. These utility func-
tions have dierent information presentations and have signicant impact on
the behavior of the protocols. To examine the impact of these utility func-
tions on the behavior of the protocols, the levels of search diversity and con-
vergence that are aected by the utility functions should be assessed. Future
work may include the proposal of an assessment technique for describing the
level of search diversity and convergence. To the best of our knowledge, no
technique has been applied in order to assess the diversity and convergence
of routing protocols in encounter-based DTN routing.
 Load Balancing is very important issue. The typical state-of-the-art routing
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algorithms for delay tolerant networks are based on best next hop in order
to achieve throughput and eciency. Based on studies on the routing mes-
sages, specially that based on social network structure, the trac of messages
mostly is directed of through a small subset of good users. This unfair load
distribution is not sustainable as it can quickly deplete constraint resources in
heavily utilized mobile devices (e.g. storage, battery, budget, etc.). Moreover,
because a small number of users carry a signicant amount of the trac, the
system is not robust to random failures and attacks. Thus proposing new
techniques that take this issues is the consideration is one of research direc-
tions that worth to investigate.
 Developing new strategy to disseminate backward acknowledgments to delete





rst we compute the convolution needed in the proof.
e−ax ⊗ e−bx =
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= −C(2)1 P1(x)− C
(2)
2 P2(x)







































































































































The total CCDF for l paths from source to destination for one hop relay is
calculated as below:
The CDF is calculated as:
Pl(Td < T ) = 1−
∏l
j=1(1− pj(Td < T ) =
Pl(Td < T ) = 1− e(−
∑l
j=1 βjT ), where β is the encounter rate between custodian
node j and the destination




If each path has kl number of hops, the CCDF formula for one path would be:






CCDF formula in case of L paths would be

























Buer Management and Scheduling
Proof of (6.10): Given mi(Ti), ni(Ti),and P (Ti) =
mi(Ti)
N−1 , as initial values at Ti ,
the delivery probability in the interval t : Ti < t < Ti +Ri, P (Td < Ti +Ri |Td>Ti),
can be constructed using (6.3) as follows:











Integrate both sides for the interval Ri, we get













Proof of (6.13): Delivery probability within Ri and the initial state is at Ti
161
Calculating TL value:
Given ni(Ti) we can expect the time, TL, at which L message copies in the
network are spread as following:
n(TL−Ti) = N − (N − n(Ti))e−βPf (TL−Ti)
N−L
N−n(Ti) = e
−βPf (TL−Ti) → −βPf (TL−Ti) = Ln N−LN−n(Ti)
TL − Ti = 1βPfLn(
N−n(Ti)
N−L )





 Delivery within Ri and P (Ti) =
mi(Ti)
N−1 ,
Two cases are identied: (1) Ti < TLi , (2) TLi ≤ Ti ≤ Ri.
Case (1): Ti < TLi, which has two periods (Ti, TL)and (TL, Tx− TLi)
1-Period (Ti, TLi) :
We have: dP (t)
dt





N − (N − n(Ti))e−βPf t
]
. Integrating both sides for the interval TLi −
Ti, we get
P (Td ≤ TLi | Td ≥ Ti) = 1−
[




(N−n(Ti))e−βPf (TLi−Ti)− 1Pf (N−n(Ti))
]
, Ti < TLi
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2-For period (TL, Tx):
dP (t)
dt
= P ′(t) = βL(1− P (t))
dP
1−P = βLdt. Integrating both sides for the interval Tx− TLi, we get







(N−n(Ti))e−βPf (TLi−Ti)− 1Pf (N−n(Ti))
]
e−βL(Tx−TLi)
Therefore the total delivery probability at Ti < Ri is given by










Case (2): Ti ≥ TLi





= P ′(t) = βPfL(1 − P (t)) ( multiply by Pf to consider the situation the
message with L copies is most likely get dropped)
dP








The nal expression is:







E[Td | Td > Ti] = Ti +
∫ ∝
0 (1− (P (t))dt



















N − n(Ti) + eβPfNt
)
.F |∞0





The expected delivery delay at any elapsed time instance
E[Td | Td > Ti] = Ti +
Ln(N)
βPf (N − n(Ti))
Proof of (6.22):
Di = P{message i not deliverd yet} ∗ 1PfE[Td | Td > Ti].






since the mobility and nodes are exponentially distributed, the respected delay












In case of a message is carried by L nodes
E[Td] = Ti +
1
Lβ
considers the case when the network has ni(Ti) < L, with message remaining life
time Ri. With probability
mi(Ti)
N−1 the next encountered node is the destination node,
and with probability 1 − mi(Ti)
N−1 the next encountered node is not the destination
and will get a copy from the source node. The expected time that source node is
waiting to encounter any other node ( stays at state s ), ED is given by
ED = 1




Based on the analysis above, the expected delay of a message of source forward-










ED (ni(Ti) + 1)
]
, Ti < TL
Since we are interested in the copy of messages that are not yet been delivered,
the above expression is written as




ED (ni(Ti) + 1)
]
, Ti < TL






, Ti < TL
for n(Ti) = L,
E[Td | Td > Ti] = Ti + 1PfLβ
The nal formula of (6.22) is derived by combining the the above equations with



























, T ≥ TL
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